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Abstract
This document reports on all necessary initial information and guidelines for the start of the
development and deployment of the SOTER Cybersecurity Competence Training actions
(which will start in February 2021). They will be maintained, updated, and extended with the
upcoming third version of the “Report on Training Actions” (D6.7).
The first version includes the description of the overall integrative conceptual framework, an
interdisciplinary cybersecurity approach, which has been developed across different tasks of
the SOTER project (esp. in WP2 and WP6). It gives an update on the current state of the SOTER
Cybersecurity Competence Training (CSCT) development, including the current state of the
Cybersecurity Training Platform and the first feedback gathered from stakeholders in the sector. Further, it introduces an initial version of a Design Guideline for the CSCT actions. The
guidelines include the general requirements and graphical design approach, an explanation
of the gamification elements, methodological specifications for the trainings and an overview
of the key variables for the training assessments. In the second version the SOTER indexes for
awareness, skills and attitudes, the training pilot use case (incl. the assessment methodology)
and the concept for the cybersecurity masterclass have been added. Furthermore, the timeline for the training activities has been updated.
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Executive summary
This document continues the reporting on all necessary initial information and guidelines for
the start of the development and deployment of the SOTER Cybersecurity Competence Training (CSCT) actions (the first version is reported in D6.5 “Report on Training Actions (I)”). It will
be maintained, updated, and extended with the upcoming third version of the “Report on
Training Actions” (D6.7).
The document contains nine chapters:
1. An introduction to the deliverable, including scope, the structure of the document and
an overview of the relation to other tasks and deliverables.
2. An explanation of the objectives of the CSCT actions incl. performance indicators.
3. The chapter “Conceptual Framework: Interdisciplinary Cybersecurity Approach” integrates the research and innovation activities regarding human factor-related cybersecurity issues into a “Human Factor Algorithm for Cybersecurity”, which will be used as
a reference framework for developing the training actions. It addresses key steps for
tackling (non-)tech-based cybersecurity:
a. Keeping control of your digital assets and securing your vulnerability layers
b. Understanding (non-)tech-based risks
c. Identifying main areas of concern
d. Enhancing cybersecurity competence in your organization
e. Setting new standards for the sector.
4. An update on the CSCT development state, the outcomes of the test of functionalities/requirements of the training platform and a first set of feedback from stakeholders in the extended finance sector.
5. An initial “Design Guideline for Training Actions” which will guide the development of
the contents of the training actions. It explains the CSCT requirements and graphical
design, the gamification approach and the methodological principles for the development of the SOTER training actions. Chapter 5 also includes an overview of the variables to be used for the assessment activities of the trainings.
6. The indexes for measuring awareness, skills and attitudes are listed in chapter 6.
7. The use case for the SOTER CSCT actions is explained. This includes the definition of
the main thematic scenario (identity verification), the relevant contents for the use
case and the assessment methodology.
8. Chapter 8 now includes the first version of the masterclass concept. The masterclass
is targeted at training employees at the management level to improve the overall cybersecurity governance.
9. The conclusion includes an outlook on the third and final version of this deliverable,
which will include the training contents, assessment methodology and report on training actions.
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1 Introduction
This document is part of work package 6 (WP6) of the Horizon 2020 Project SOTER (“cyberSecurity Optimisation and Training for Enhanced Resilience in finance”). WP6 is focused on
providing useful training tools and actions to key players in the extended finance sector, in
order to improve skills and awareness of employees. This deliverable (D6.6 “Report on Training Actions (II)”) is the second iteration of the “Report on Training Actions”, which is dedicated
to report on the progress of the development, implementation, and assessment of the SOTER
Cybersecurity Competence Training (CSCT) actions. It will be updated a final time in the third
version of the “Report on Training Actions” (D6.7). The three report deliverables primarily
belong to the tasks T6.2 “Hands-on Training actions for bank employees”, T6.3 “Training actions for new key players” and T6.4 “Masterclasses in cybersecurity training”.

1.1 Scope of this deliverable
This document is used to integrate all relevant human factor-related pillars of the SOTER project and funnel them into decisive training actions in the extended finance sector. It is dedicated to the integration and initial design of training guidelines for the CSCT actions. As the
SOTER project has conducted extensive research on the topic of human factor cybersecurity
(in WP2 and WP6) and developed a systematic cybersecurity competence catalogue (in WP6),
it is important to create an integrative conceptual framework as reference for the development and deployment of the training actions. Overall, the three iterations of the reports on
training actions will deliver regular updates on the development of the training platform and
its contents, as well as report on the conducted training actions.
Report on Training Actions (II) Timeline Update: At the time of submission of this deliverable
a new amendment to the SOTER project has been prepared. This amendment includes an
extension of the project duration for four months which includes a change of due dates of the
SOTER deliverables. The due date of D6.6 has been changed from April 2021 to June 2021 and
the date of D6.7 from September 2021 to December 2021. The changes in the overall time
plan have been caused mainly by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. In work package 6 this
caused a delay in the planned start of the training actions (all changes are emphasized in
section 1.3). In D4.2, the first practical tests of training actions were scheduled already before
July. While internal testing of the platform progressed, an external deployment was not possible. This was also due to the not yet finalized legal assessment of the pilots (to be reported
in D4.6, which is due in September 2021). Also, since the last version of this deliverable considerable efforts have been made to integrate the SOTER cybersecurity competence training
methodology, which connects the training module compilation to the development of the
training use case. This was also dependent on progress in T2.1 “General cybersecurity aspects.
Human factor as internal threats” and T5.2 “Standardisation focused on human aspects in
cyber-security”, which include work on current best practices and standards for tackling human factor-based threats. Due to the extended project duration, currently no significant risks
9
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to the fulfilment of the key performance indicators of work package 6 are expected. The trainings will be conducted beginning in October 2021.

1.2 Structure of the deliverable
D6.6 is structured in nine chapters (new chapters of the second version of this deliverable are
marked with a “*”):
• Chapter 1 contains the general introduction to the deliverable, the scope of the work
and the relation to other tasks and deliverables of the SOTER project.
• Chapter 2 explains the main objectives and key performance indicators of the CSCT
actions.
• Chapter 3 delivers a first comprehensive conceptual framework for the CSCT actions.
The interdisciplinary cybersecurity training approach integrates research & innovation
work in the other work packages of the SOTER project.
• Chapter 4 explains the development process approach for the CSCT actions and gives
an update on the technical platform for delivering the training actions.
• Chapter 5 contains the first version of the design guideline for the training actions.
• Chapter 6* includes the CSCT indexes for awareness, skills and attitudes.
• Chapter 7* presents the details of the use case for the cybersecurity competence
trainings and the assessment of the trainings.
• Chapter 8* explains the concept for the cybersecurity masterclass, which is focussed
on trainings for the management level.
• Chapter 9 focuses on a conclusion of the current state of the CSCT actions and gives
an outlook of future relevant work within the SOTER project.

1.3 Relation to other tasks and deliverables
D6.6 continues the work of developing cybersecurity training actions for the extended finance sector. For this purpose, D6.4 delivered a cybersecurity competence training (CSCT)
development process.

10
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Table 2 shows the description of the essential development steps for the CSCT in the SOTER
project and documents the deliverable location, due dates and inter-relations with other
tasks and deliverables. The table has been first published in D6.4 “Training Modules Compilation (II)” and D6.5 “Report on Training Actions (I)” and is further maintained and updated in
D6.7 “Report on Training Actions (III)” – updates are highlighted in bold font. D4.2 “Pilot deployment report” accompanied the publication of D6.5, which documents the technical setup
and test of key requirements for the SOTER Cybersecurity Training Platform.
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Table 2 Contents and interrelations of CSCT-relevant work in the SOTER project (updated)

Step

Description of Development Step

1.
1.1.

Training Content Determination
Detail the cyber security competence for
D6.1
employees within financial services organ- D6.2
izations (Competence Catalogue)

1.2.

WP 6

Due
(final)

Other
T/WP R.

Due
(final)

11/19
10/20

↔D2.1
→D4.1
←T5.1
→D5.1
→D5.2
← T4.1
→D4.1

08/20
10/20

10/20

↔D6.4

10/20

03/20

←T8.3
→D8.3
↔D2.1

10/20
06/21
08/20

↔D2.1

08/20

← T4.1
→D4.1

10/20

→D6.5

12/20

Check identified competences with finan- D6.2
cial services partner organization for field
relevance and accuracy of fit for financial
services organizations
Write learning objectives that target spe- D6.2
cific knowledge, skill, and attitude levels
aligned with competences
Training Modules Design
Review previous cybersecurity training ap- D6.3
proaches

10/20

2.2.

Define overall training approach – Training principles

2.3.

Choose training delivery methods appropriate for the fulfilment of learning objectives
Define training modules and compile itineraries per competence

D6.3
D6.4
D6.4

03/20
09/20
10/20

D6.4

03/20
10/20
10/20

1.3.

2.
2.1.

2.4.
2.5.

2.6.
3.
3.1.
3.2.

Check training modules compilation with
financial services partner organization for
field relevance and accuracy of fit for financial services organizations
Define pedagogical and legal platform requirements
Training Platform Design
Define technological platform requirements
Select technical framework

3.3.

Develop the overall training platform concept

3.4.

Design mock-ups for training platform
concept and check with finance partners

D6.4

D6.4

10/20

D6.5
D4.2
D6.5
D4.2
D6.5

12/20
12/20
12/20
12/20
12/20

D6.5

12/20

08/21
10/21
10/20

T4.2
T4.2
←T8.3
← T4.1
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3.5.

Perform qualitative pretest for training
platform

3.6.

Define use case for SOTER training actions

3.7.

Define modules, submodules and micro
modules for use-case-course
Create gamified flowcharts of use-casecourse (Storyboard)

3.8.
3.9.

Create specific contents for use-casecourse

3.10.

Design mock-ups for use-case-course and
check with financial services partners

3.11.

Create use-case course on training platform

3.12.

Perform qualitative pretest for training
platform and use-case-courses

4.

Conduction of Trainings Embedded in Assessment- and Evaluation-Cycles
Create a training deployment and evaluation plan

4.1.
4.2.
4.3.
4.4.

4.5.
4.6.
4.7.

5.

Develop evaluation concept with assessment-cycles
Develop assessment and evaluation instruments
Deploy trainings

Assess the training actions in terms of
goal achievement
Perform usability and user satisfaction assessment of training platform solution
Write iterative deployment and assessment reports for each training action

Guarantee Reproducibility of Trainings:
Creation of the Digital Training Handbook
for Cybersecurity Competences

D6.5
D4.2
D6.6

12/20
12/20
06/21

D6.6

06/21

D6.6
D6.7
D6.6
D6.7
D6.6
D6.7
D6.6
D6.7
D6.6
D6.7

06/21
12/21
06/21
12/21
06/21
12/21
06/21
12/21
06/21
12/21

←T8.3

D6.7

12/21

D6.7

12/21

← T4.2
← T4.6
← T2.1

D6.7

12/21

← T2.1

T6.2
T6.3
T6.4
D6.7

10/20- ← T4.2
10/21 ← T4.6
12/21

← T2.1

D6.7

12/21

← T4.4
→ D4.5
← T4.2
← T4.3
← T4.6
→ D4.2
→ D4.3
→ D4.4
← T2.1
← T5.1

D6.5
D6.6
D6.7

D6.8

12/20
06/21
12/21

01/21

← T4.1
 T4.2
←T8.3
← T4.1
← T3.5
←T8.3

← T4.1
← T2.1
← T4.1
←T8.3
← T4.1
← T2.1

06/21

11/20
01/21
04/21
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2 Objectives of CSCT actions
The CSCT actions build up the core activities of pilot #2 of the SOTER project. The main objective of this pilot (as defined in D4.1) is to increase cybersecurity capacities of all employees in
the extended finance sector by raising their awareness and skills. Research and development
in WP6 have delivered a comprehensive and detailed model for cybersecurity competence.
This model identifies the main cybersecurity aspects which should be improved when tackling
human factor-related cybersecurity issues. The catalogue contains four competence modules
(Digital information competence, digital safety competence, threat/anomaly recognition, incident handling) with overall 20 cybersecurity competences. D6.4 also delivered a comprehensive itinerary for all training modules, which sum up to over 200 micro-modules. The CSCT
actions will not be able to address and integrate training contents on all micro-modules but
will deliver a wide range of selected key micro-modules to deliver a proof-of-concept for enhancing cybersecurity competence in the sector based on the SOTER training approach.
The main objective of D6.5 (as defined in D6.4, see section 1.3 in this deliverable) are:
• To define the technological platform requirements
• The work on the definition of technological platform requirements has started in D6.4
and continued in D4.1. The requirements have already been tested in D4.2. A summary is reported here in chapter 4.
• To select the technical framework
• The technical framework (the training platform to deliver the training actions) has
been reported in D4.1 and D4.2 (information on pilot #2). A summary is also reported
in chapter 4.
• To develop the overall training platform concept
• The overall training platform concept is addressed in the documentation of the training platform requirements (see section 4.2) and the design guidelines (chapter 5).
• To design mock-ups for training platform concept and check with finance partners
• The design approach and concept for the training platform and feedback from the
finance sector partner is documented in chapter 4 (see section 4.3).
• To perform qualitative pretest for training platform
• The test of platform functionalities has been documented in D4.2. Key functionalities
and their operation readiness are addressed in chapter 5.
As explained in section 1.1, this deliverable additionally includes an integrative conceptual
framework for the CSCT actions (chapter 2).

2.1 Performance Indicators
For the quantitative assessment of the CSCT actions regarding the SOTER objectives, this
section sums up the key performance indicators. The section will be updated in the upcoming iterations of this deliverable (D6.6 and D6.7).
Regarding the number of trainings, pilot #2 has the following minimum requirements as outlined in the grant agreement:
14
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•
•
•

10 single-session training actions (11 including the master class)
300 banking employees
200 employees in “new player”-organisations (third party providers and fintech companies)

Update: As the training actions will start in February 2021, these requirements have not been
met yet.
To measure the success of pilot #2 the following key performance indications have been defined:
• Increase of cybersecurity awareness of all trainees by at least 60%
• Reduction of cybersecurity risk generation by banking employees at daily work by
40 %
• Reduction of cybersecurity risk generation by employees of new key players/fintechs
at daily work by 40 %
• Increase of the cybersecurity behavioural index (based on cybersecurity competence
catalogue) by 60 %
• Positive evaluation of trainings by 90 % of participants
Update: The assessment methodology will be developed based on the cybersecurity competence catalogue (which has been delivered in D6.2). As defined in

15
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Table 2 Contents and interrelations of CSCT-relevant work in the SOTER project (updated)”
the final assessment methodology and the outcomes of the assessments will be reported in
D6.7 (a first version is documented in chapter 7). Regarding the relevant variables, which will
be considered, an initial data table is documented in section 5.3 of this deliverable.

16
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3 Conceptual Framework: Interdisciplinary Cybersecurity Training Approach
The challenge of presenting an integrative conceptual framework for human factor-related
cybersecurity can be rephrased as the question of “Understanding the Role of Human Behaviour for Cybersecurity in the Finance Sector”. The purpose of this chapter is to present a reference map for all conceptual content relevant for the SOTER Cybersecurity Competence
Training actions. Here, references are only made to the deliverables where the latest original
work in the SOTER project has been conducted. So further information and literature references can be found there (esp. in D2.1 “Mapping of human behaviour related threats and
mitigation measures (I)”; D6.2 “Competence Catalogue (II)” D6.4 “Training Modules Compilation (II)”). The chapter will be updated in the next report as further refinements and additions
are made in the SOTER project (e.g. in D2.2 “Mapping of human behaviour related threats
and mitigation measures (II)” and D5.1 “Standardized system to security incidences handling
and monitoring”).
Tackling the human factor in cybersecurity can be understood as a circular and a linear task.
Circular in the sense of a continual collaborative effort for every organization. Linear in the
sense of understanding the initial dependent steps to get a principal grip on the relevant task
components. Regarding human factor cybersecurity there are of course always overlaps with
the basic tasks of technical cybersecurity or information security policies, so they should be
understood as complementary activities. The conceptual framework presented here, introduces the relevant components identified in the SOTER project step-by-step and build up to
a journey for understanding and tackling relevant human factor-based cybersecurity issues.
The steps are:
• Keeping control of your digital assets and securing your vulnerability layers (see D2.1)
• Understanding (non-)tech-based risks (see D2.1)
• Identifying main areas of concern (see D2.1)
• Enhancing cybersecurity competence in your organization (see D6.2 and D6.4)
• Setting new standards for the sector (see D5.1)

3.1 Keeping control of your digital assets and securing your vulnerability layers
The first step is to get a holistic view on all relevant objects in need for cybersecurity
measures, which are the digital assets of an organisation (see Figure 1). These include not
only digitally stored information (data) and financial assets, but also the knowledge/knowhow and reputation of an organisation (in so far as they are stored/represented digitally and
can therefore be targeted via digital based attacks). Cybersecurity is successfully maintained
if an organisation is the only entity who can change the integrity, control rights and access
rules of those assets (= asset security properties). Cybersecurity measures address the technical and non-technical (= human factor related) vulnerability layers of an organisation: the
soft-/hardware layer1 (as handled by IT security), the physical layer (e.g. door security, access
rules for buildings), the social layer (all employees of an organisation), the legal layer

1

In the former deliverables of the SOTER project the “soft-/hardware” layer has been named “information”

layer.
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(responsible for legally based threats to an organisation) and the ethical layer (e.g. when disinformation campaigns attack the reputation of an organisation).
As the cybersecurity research & innovation efforts of the SOTER project must be understood
within the European legal and ethical frameworks, European values and fundamental rights
must be considered as integral part of any effort for improving cybersecurity. In SOTER this is
represented by additionally considering the integrity of any individual involved in cybersecurity measures (incl. the physical, mental, material, social, legal, and ethical integrity). Cybersecurity “made in Europe” therefore should put efforts to protect the organizational as well
as the individual integrity together to implement and support not just in a stricter sense secure but an overall trustworthy digital environment.

Figure 1 Interdisciplinary approach to cybersecurity

3.2 Understanding (non-)tech-based risks
The second step is to acquire an understanding of (non-)tech-based risks in cybersecurity. We
set here “non-“ in brackets, because many attacks on the social vulnerability layer relate to
tech-based attack methods (e.g. ransomware in an e-mail attachment, see the example in
Figure 2). Human factor-related threats are prominently present in the threat landscape. In
the Top 15 cyber threats in the ENISA Threat Landscape 2020 (ENISA 2020) phishing is based
on the third place behind malware and web-based attacks. Malware is also often delivered
via social engineering attacks. Identity theft (7th), insider threat (9th), information leakage
(12th), cyberespionage (14th) and cryptojacking (15th) are also strongly connected to human
behaviour.
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Figure 2 initial infection process tree of python-based remote access Trojan (RAT), Source: The Hacker News (2020)

D2.1 has introduced a tri-axis model of threat actors, which identifies different types of threat
actors regarding their motivation (accidental/deliberate), agents (technological/human/force
majeur) and localization (internal/external) and describes the focus within the SOTER project
mainly on accidental and deliberate behaviour of internal human actors. This can be related
to the ENISA threat taxonomy (ENISA 2016) as presented in Figure 3, as threats are partly
based on malicious intent, accidents or related to human error.2

Figure 3 ENISA threat taxonomy

2

D6.2 additionally analysed the human factor-related elements in the CAPECTM taxonomy (“Common Attack

Pattern Enumeration and Classification”, see https://capec.mitre.org/data/index.html), which is also used by
ENISA in some of its publications. The deliverable especially discussed eight attack patterns in the critical social
engineering domain (parameter injection, identity spoofing, resource location spoofing, action spoofing, software integrity attack, information elicitation, manipulate human behaviour, obstruction). The detailed information on these attack types in the CAPECTM offers additional information for developing training contents,
esp. in regard to improving awareness about the most prominent attacks.
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3.3 Identifying main areas of concern
The basic understanding in the outline of (non-)tech-based risks in cybersecurity lead to the
identification of three main areas of concern:
1. Human error
a. Lack of compliance
b. Negligence
c. Malpractice
2. Malicious insiders
Actions intended to harm the organisation
3. Legal & ethical threats
a. GDPR related incidents
b. Disinformation
c. Public perception of organization
The three areas need to be distinguished because each one of them needs dedicated
measures to improve the overall cybersecurity of an organisation. Human error is principally
based on the assumption that employees do not intend to cause cyber incidents and therefore can be trained to enhance their awareness and skills to avoid future errors. Additionally,
organisational obstacles for proper cybersecurity behaviour can be addressed. Malicious insiders on the other hand cannot be trained, as they intend to cause damage to the organisational integrity. On the one hand prime causes of their motivation might be removed (e.g.
disgruntlement of employees due to bad management practices) and basic monitoring of sensitive domains can be used. Legal & ethical threats need specialized employees who are able
to perceive and handle them (e.g. the legal or marketing department).

3.4 Enhancing cybersecurity competence in your organization
As already mentioned in the previous section the different areas of concern need targeted
cybersecurity measures. In the SOTER project there are two avenues to improve the overall
cybersecurity of an organisation. The first one is training of employees (first area of concern)
and the second one training on the management level (second and third area of concern).
D6.2 and D6.4 have presented an enhanced definition of cybersecurity competence and an
extensive competence catalogue which components should be addressed in the trainings. In
the SOTER project we deliver the following definition of cybersecurity competence:
Cybersecurity competence comprises the capability, willingness, motivation, and agency of people to solve cybersecurity problems individually or
in cooperation with others based on their knowledge, skills and proficiency
in a form and way that organisational integrity as well as physical, mental,
material, social, ethical, and legal integrity of the individuals involved is
measurably safeguarded.3

3 The definition

has been extended here with the word “measurably” as one main objective of the project is to

being able to assess the effectiveness of the cybersecurity trainings.
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In D6.4 extensive research on cybersecurity competence led to a structured Cybersecurity
Competence Training (CSCT) approach (see Figure 4). Key elements are knowledge, skills, and
proficiency, as well as the attitude and agency of individuals to enact cybersecurity competence. It must be emphasized that cybersecurity competence is not just an individual responsibility but also one of the whole organisation. Organisational contexts (e.g. working conditions) have an essential impact on the possibility of responsible cybersecurity behaviour of
each employee. Trainings will be implemented as gamified e-learning delivered via a learning
management system, which should include interactive hands-on training simulations.

Figure 4 SOTER Cybersecurity Competence Training Approach

D6.2 delivered a Cybersecurity Competence Catalogue which has been structured in training
modules in D6.4 (see Figure 5). It comprises four training modules (Digital Information Competence, Digital Safety Competence, Threat/Anomaly Recognition, Incident Handling) with
overall 20 cybersecurity competences, plus two general competences (Identification of Cybersecurity Competence Gaps, Problem-Solving Competence). This competence catalogue
will guide the development of the CSCT actions and assessment methods.
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Figure 5 SOTER Training Modules and Cybersecurity Competences

3.5 Setting new standards for the sector
In completion of the research & innovation activities regarding human factor cybersecurity
and the development, deployment, and assessment of the SOTER Cybersecurity Competence
Training actions, the last step is feeding the lessons learned into recommendations for regulation, guidelines, and standards for human factor cybersecurity in the extended finance sector. Currently, the regulatory framework includes not many details on how to effectively deploy cybersecurity measures for the non-tech vulnerability layers of organisations. For example, some standards just suggest/prescribe carrying out of trainings with employees once a
year or more often if needed, and just a few also mention which topics are of interest.
Ongoing work in WP5 is collecting general regulations and guidelines (e.g. GDPR, NIS, eIDAS,
NIST Cybersecurity framework, ENISA papers), standards like the ISO/IEC 27000-family, sector
specific regulations like PSD 2 and MLD 5 or the EBA guidelines (e.g. on ICT and security risk
management, on PSD 2, contingency preparedness (COVID-19), outsourcing arrangements)
and requirements for incident reporting (e.g. from ECB, EBF). Details will be updated in the
later versions of this deliverables as D5.1 and D5.2, which address the standardisation issues,
are not published yet. The work will be also connected to the contents of the CSCT actions
(e.g. regarding Cybersecurity Policy Compliance, Threat Mitigation, Incident Reporting) and
the compatibility and compliance of the SOTER training solution with existing regulations,
guidelines and standards will be examined.
The next page shows a graphical representation of all five steps of the conceptual framework
presented in this chapter, building a “Human Factor Algorithm” for cybersecurity in the extended finance sector.
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Figure 6 SOTER “Human Factor Algorithm” for Cybersecurity (updated)
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4 CSCT Development
This chapter reports on the state of development of the SOTER Cybersecurity Competence
Training actions. It addresses the following three objectives of D6.5:
• Define technological platform requirements
• Select technical framework
• Perform qualitative pretest for training platform
The first sub-section (4.1) will summarize the CSCT development process and give an update
on the current state of development. The second sub-section (4.2) summarizes the results of
D4.2, which conducted a test of all requirements/functionalities for the SOTER Cybersecurity
Training Platform. Finally, sub-section 3 (4.3) reports on a first set of feedback gathered from
stakeholders in the extended finance sector.

4.1 CSCT Design Process Update
D6.4 presented a Cybersecurity Competence Training Design Process (see Figure 7). The research and innovation activities reported in D2.1, D6.2 and D6.4 build up the initial linear first
two steps “Preliminary Analysis” and “Development of Contents and Methods”, as described
in chapter 3 of this deliverable. D6.4, D4.1 and D4.2 continued defining the training platform
requirements (incl. initial qualitative tests of their functionality) and deploying a functional
platform. The ongoing iterative improvement of the platform and development of the contents of the platform is reported in this deliverable (D6.5) and its upcoming second and third
version (D6.6 and D6.7). The baseline for developing the training contents is delivered in this
document in chapter 5 (“Design Guideline for Training Actions”) and chapter 7 (“CSCT Use
Case”). The continuous gathering of stakeholder feedback is reported here in section 4.3 and
will be updated in the next versions of this deliverable.

Figure 7 SOTER Cybersecurity Competence Training Design Process

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 833923. The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of the authors and can in no way
be taken to reflect the views of the European Commission.
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4.2 Documentation of Training Platform Requirements and Setup
D4.1 and D4.2 reported the technical architecture, setup, and deployment of the SOTER Cybersecurity Training Platform based on the open-source learning management system Moodle. The 19 requirements for the platform to deploy the SOTER CSCT actions have been successfully tested and are 100 % fulfilled (see D4.2 and Table 3).
Table 3 SOTER Cybersecurity Training Platform Requirements

ID
R1

Name
Training Customization

R2

User Group Management
Training course modularity
Self-administered training
Multi-lingual

R3
R4
R5
R6

R7
R8
R9

R10
R11
R12
R13

R14

Description
Fulfilment
Trainings can be customized dependent on 100 %
user group
Users can be grouped in user groups.
100 %

Trainings can be assembled flexibly with the
use of training course modules
Trainings can be completed without the assistance of an instructor
Trainings can be offered in different languages
Choice-dependent train- Phases of a training can change dependent
ing progress/Interactiv- on choices a trainee makes
ity
Multimedia support
Trainings can include contents in form of
text, image, and video
Gamification support
Trainings use story-telling or other (serious)
gamification approaches
Sector specificity
Training contents are tailored to the type of
work/organization/business processes in
the finance sector
Training repetition
Trainings can be completed multiple times.
Immediate feedback
Users can receive immediate feedback
functionality
upon choices they make
Challenge support
Trainings can include challenges like puzzles
to engage in problem-solving behavior
User preference deTrainings include specific training types (e.g.
pendency
gamified modules) dependent on the preferences of users
Assessments
The trainings include different assessment
options (pre, post, continuous)

100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %

100 %
100 %
100 %

100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %

100 %
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R15

Scalability

R16

Performance measurement

R17

Progress reporting

R18

GDPR dashboard

R19

IPR transparency

The training allows the simultaneous participation of at least 50 trainees at the same
time (up to a 1.000 in a few days)
Trainings allow the personal (for users) and
anonymized (for analytics) measurement of
cybersecurity competence performance
Trainings allow the measurement and reporting of trainees progress in cybersecurity
competence building
Trainees can transparently view and manage their GDPR-related rights
Training contents are transparent in regard
to their sources and usage rights

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %
100 %

4.3 Stakeholder Feedback on the CSCT concept
At the time of delivery, feedback has been collected within the SOTER project and from a
wider range of stakeholders in the extended finance sector (at the online symposium “Emerging Cybersecurity Standards for the Finance Sector in Europe”, organized in November 2020
in cooperation with the SOTER project). Additional feedback collected during the upcoming
CSCT activities will be updated here (in D6.6 and D6.7).
The first feedback points can be summarized as followed:
• Security systems must be improved on the technical side and in the form of trainings
for employees (e.g. social engineering detection and prevention).
• Cybersecurity might be a topic with a decade long history but is still continually becoming more important.
• The general user is perceived to be the weakest link as she/he has the least information on cybersecurity topics.
• Cybersecurity incidents related to human behaviour remain a persistent risk (e.g.
clicked links in phishing campaigns; failure to report suspicious e-mails; irresponsible
handling/sharing of sensitive information).
• Failure to recognize suspicious communication as a prominent competence deficit
(partly also due to high level of work stress).
• Importance of collaboration between cybersecurity staff and employees engaged in
incidents.
• Explanation and re-construction of cyber incidents with employees as best practice.
• Launching of organisation-internal cybersecurity campaigns, after multiple occurrences of a specific type of incident.
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•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The SOTER Cybersecurity Competence Catalogue is perceived to encompass all important areas of concern. Information handling, identifying incidents and reporting
are emphasized as essential competences.
Different organisational units relevant for cybersecurity should be considered (e.g.
fraud team, identity management team, governance, risk & compliance team, security
architects, and internal audits “as third security line of defence”).
Security issues should be relevant for the daily routines of employees.
Cyber threats are also considerably challenging for a company’s reputation.
Cyber criminality in general, including financial cybercrime, is increasing.
The rise of the number of innovations coming on the market also brings a higher number of cyber threats (as cyber criminals are fast to detect vulnerabilities in new solutions). So, it is important for developers to early on think about how a new technology
might be exploited.
Secure communication is proven to be of central importance for cybersecurity.
There is a need for systematic overarching educational systems regarding cybersecurity (starting already in schools).
Sharing information on cyber incidents is key for the overall security of the sector.
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5 Design Guideline for Training Actions
This chapter builds the baseline for the iterative development of the SOTER CSCT actions. The
chapter addresses the deliverable objectives on developing the overall training platform concept and the design of mock-ups for the training platform concept. Updates on feedback from
finance partners will be added in the next versions of the deliverable. All guidelines for graphical design and training contents are subject to modifications, as the SOTER CSCT follows an
iterative development approach.

5.1 General CSCT requirements and graphical design
The general requirements for the CSCT actions have been concluded in D6.3 and are summarised in Figure 8. As documented in D4.2 and section 4.2 in this deliverable all functionalities
relevant for these general requirements are deployed and ready on the SOTER Cybersecurity
Training Platform. For all training actions to be developed and deployed in the SOTER projects
these requirements must be considered. The guideline includes also additional details on the
gamification approach (see section 5.2) and regarding methods an initial guideline for training
contents (see section 5.3). The basis for the cyclic assessment and evaluation mechanisms is
presented in the data table in section 5.4.

Figure 8 General CSCT requirements

Regarding graphical design the SOTER Cybersecurity Training Platform implements the SOTER
design scheme developed by the partner Trilateral Research Ireland (see esp. https://soterproject.eu). Figure 9 shows an example for the implementation of the design scheme in the
training platform. The three-dimensional boxes (connected to an “S”) and the yellow-white
icon design, as well es the colour scheme will be deployed throughout the training actions.
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Figure 9 Example for implementation of SOTER graphical design guideline

5.2 Gamification approach
The SOTER CSCT actions follow a minimalistic gamification approach focused on narratives/storytelling (see D6.3 and D6.4). Figure 10 shows the principal elements to be used in
the training actions.

Figure 10 SOTER training platform elements
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One main story theme will be focussing on digital onboarding or the confirmation of an identity via digital communication. Gamification regarding storytelling will be addressed in the
form of setting the trainee into a given storyline. Figure 11 shows an example for a storyline,
where the trainee takes to role of a trainer by explaining a fictional new co-worker cybersecurity critical components of the SOTER onboarding process (“learn-to-teach”).

Figure 11 Example for storyline in training actions

While Figure 11 shows an exemplary linear storyline, gamification also implies, that different
choices made by the trainee lead to different outcomes. Figure 12 represents in a simple flowchart diagram the choice-dependent flow of different stages of a storyline element. This approach allows for the simulation of situations relevant for the work environment of the trainees and the experience of the consequences of (potentially wrong) decisions in cybersecurity
critical situations. Measuring the outcomes of such training activities will allow the assessment of cybersecurity skills of the trainees.
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Figure 12 Choice-dependency in storyline training elements

Implementation of storyline-based training actions will be realized on the platform through a
dedicated H5P Branching Scenario Editor (see Figure 13). This editor allows the use of text,
image and video elements and the definition of choices and their dependent consequences
(incl. scoring mechanisms dependent on the chosen branch of the storyline).

Figure 13 H5P Branching Scenario Editor for Storyline Elements

Within the training actions, a series of lessons should be defined (Figure 14). The lessons can
also be used, to deploy training elements with different difficulty levels or specifications for
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different positions within an organisation. Additionally, the give the option to enable choices
for trainees (e.g. if they want to learn about a topic in a linear presentation or in a storyline).

Figure 14 Lessons within a training action

5.3 Initial guideline for training contents
As the SOTER Cybersecurity Competence Catalogue should be considered as the key conceptual orientation for deciding on the creation of training contents, the design is accordingly
orienteered towards using it as key structuring element within the training platform (see Table 4).
Table 4 Icons for Training Contents

icon

description
This icon is used as a general cybersecurity symbol.
This icon represents the training module Digital Information Competence (hinting at the awareness of the value of information)
This icon represents the training module Digital Safety Competence.

This icon represents the training module Threat/Anomaly recognition.
This icon represents the training module Incident Handling (hinting at
the importance of communication).
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Contents have also been matched in D6.2, to locate specific human factor-based threats in
the competence catalogue (see Table 5, for the original table, see D6.2). Additionally, the
comprehensive competence catalogue offers details on all relevant knowledge, skills and attitudes which can potentially be addressed in the training actions. They should be considered
as principal building elements for all training actions. The SOTER Cybersecurity Competence
Catalogue is also implemented in the Cybersecurity Training Platform (see Figure 15). All training action contents need to be connected to the competence catalogue so trainees can assess
their progress in relation to the competence catalogue.

Figure 15 SOTER Cybersecurity Competence Catalogue on Training Platform

Regarding threats which must be implemented in the training actions, the localisation of
threats in the cybersecurity competence catalogue conducted in D6.2 represents the initial
framework for identifying relevant threats to be used in the training actions (see Table 5).
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Table 5 Localisation of threats in cybersecurity competence catalogue (from D6.2)

Threat
Parameter Injection
Pharming

Phishing

Fake the source of data
Principal Spoof

Establish Rogue Location

Clickjacking

Malicious Software Download

Malicious Software Update

Pretexting

Influence Perception

SOTER Competence Catalogue
Safe Browsing
Assurance of Device Safety
Safe Browsing
Network Handling
Social Engineering Recognition
Safe Browsing
Confidential personal data and information handling
Business data and information handling
Safe Digital Communication
Social Engineering Recognition
Safe Browsing
Social Engineering Recognition
Safe Digital Communication
Social Engineering Recognition
Identity Fraud Recognition
Confidential personal data and information handling
Business data and information handling
Safe Browsing
Social Engineering Recognition
Network Handling
Safe Browsing
Social Engineering Recognition
Assurance of Device Safety
Safe Browsing
Safe Digital Communication
Assurance of Device Safety
Social Engineering Recognition
Malware (Infection) Recognition
Safe Browsing
Safe Digital Communication
Assurance of Device Safety
Social Engineering Recognition
Malware (Infection) Recognition
Confidential personal data and information handling
Business data and information handling
Responsible sharing of private information
Privacy settings for private digital devices and services
Social Engineering Recognition
Identity Fraud Recognition
Safe Digital Communication
Social Engineering Recognition
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Target Influence via Framing

Influence via Incentives

Obstruction (Physical Security)

Identity Fraud Recognition
Confidential personal data and information handling
Business data and information handling
Safe Digital Communication
Social Engineering Recognition
Confidential personal data and information handling
Business data and information handling
Assessment of accuracy and integrity of information
Insider Threat Recognition
Social Engineering Recognition
Identity Fraud Recognition
Physical Safety
Physical Environment Sensibility
Social Engineering Recognition

Regarding the training methods, D6.4 delivered an approach for appropriate training methods for employee and management cybersecurity competence development (see Table 6).
Trainees will need to engage in receptive and productive learning phases to gain knowledge,
skills, proficiency, attitude, and agency in the domain of cybersecurity competence.
Table 6 Appropriate Training Methods for Employee and Management Cybersecurity Competence Development (from D6.4)

Dimension of
Competence
Knowledge

Skills

Receptive Learning

Productive Learning

Observations
Presentations (lectures, audio-visual techniques, stories, explanations, examples, statistics, demonstrations, feedback)

Brainstorming
Group discussions
Case Studies, Scenarios
Hands-On Exercises (workshop,
on-the-job training, apprenticeship, simulation, model building,
role play)

Proficiency

Attitude
Agency

Problem-Based Learning (problemidentification exercises, puzzles,
competitions, serious games)
Self-Analysis
Moral Dilemma
Role Play
Group Building
Coaching and Mentoring
Context Shaping (Train the context)
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In D6.4 the general methodological boundaries for the training actions have been described
and need to be considered:
“For the SOTER training actions, training delivery methods were chosen based
on considerations regarding characteristics of trainee groups and resource allocation. Because of the high number of employees to be trained, asynchronous online training with a minimal degree of direction through an instructor
was chosen for the employee training actions. This means that a LMS will be
deployed and the contents of courses are mainly determined by responsible
superiors and the IT-Security department of the bank. The degree of freedom
in choosing which modules to absolve and which to skip will also be determined by the responsible decision makers within the bank. Before making that
decision, they will be introduced to the advantages and disadvantages of selfadministered learning and will receive some background on human factors of
cybersecurity (when necessary), so they can make an informed decision.
Within these pre-set boundaries, employees will be able to choose their learning path themselves.
Since research on the topic seems to be conclusive on the fact, that online
training should be supported by face-to-face learning opportunities (Yen et al.
2018), an instructor-led masterclass is conducted face-to-face, in which management level employees of banks are trained to take the role of mentors for
their employees in regard to the human factors of cybersecurity. This way,
management-level employees become multipliers for on-the-job face-to-face
learning opportunities for their employees. It will also be explored, if a smaller
number of employees could receive a more in-depth cybersecurity training on
the platform so they can serve as first contact point for cybersecurity issues in
their organisational units.” (see D6.4, p. 21)
Usage of texts, pictures, animations, speech, and videos is possible for use as media for training delivery. Finally, the SOTER CSCT follows the instructional design approach (see D6.4;
Gagné 1965; Gagné et al. 1988) and therefore should address the following nine learning
steps:
1. Attract attention
2. Inform about learning objectives
3. Activate previous knowledge
4. Present the teaching material
5. Instruct learning
6. Let learners execute/carry out what they have learned
7. Give informative feedback
8. Control and assess performance
9. Secure remembering and transferring
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Overall, the goal of the training actions should be, to deliver a selective but still complete
CSCT journey for attaining cybersecurity competence. This is represented in Figure 16.

Figure 16 CSCT journey

5.4 Initial variable overview for training assessments
The assessments will use the types of data shown in Table 7. The pseudonymized identifier is
only used, if an organisation participates with at least 50 participants, to create a short assessment report on the outcomes of their employees. Analysis in relation to sociodemographic data will not be included in this organization specific reports (to protect the employees).
Table 7 Initial data table for training assessments

data type
content
Data on organisation for creation of anonymous incentive data sets and assessment of sector-specific
training outcomes
pseudonymized identifier of partic- e.g. Org001-OrgNNN
ipating organisation
type of organisation
e.g. bank, fintech, third party provider
sociodemographic data for analysis of group specific effectiveness of the training actions
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male, female4
age (in groups)
under 30, 30-49 years, over 50
education
primary, secondary, tertiary, technical education: yes/no
professional activity
direct contact with customers: yes/no; technical: yes/no; work
in teams: yes/no
health-related data for analysis of context factors for cybersecurity competence
work related stress
speed of work; tight deadlines; relationships to colleagues and
manager
work satisfaction
feeling of usefulness; satisfaction; experience of fair treatment
and respect;
attitudes for analysis of individual factors for effectiveness of trainings
previous experience with cyberse- training experience: yes/no
curity trainings
on relevant topic: yes/no
personal assessment: positive/negative
willingness to learn/lifelong learn- scale for learning willingness
ing
affinity for technology and games
scales for interest/affinity in technology and games
attitude on privacy and European scales for importance of European values (transparency, privalues
vacy, anti-discrimination, respect, protection)
Training performance assessment
for assessing effectiveness of trainings
Cybersecurity awareness index
Recognition of social engineering, malware, identity fraud, insider threats; physical environment sensibility; assessment of
accuracy/integrity of information
Cybersecurity behavioural index
confidential data handling; configuring privacy settings; physical safety; safe browsing; network handling; device safety settings; safe credentials & communication; incident communication, management, documentation, and reporting.
gender

Assessments will be implemented implicitly and explicitly. Explicitly through questionnaires
(see for example Figure 17) and implicitly by analysing scores achieved in practical training
activities (e.g. in based on decisions made in storyline elements).
Update for second version of Report on Training Actions: More details on the assessments
can now be found in section 7.4.

4 An

answer category for third gender will not be given to protect the anonymity of the participants (an option

for „no response“ will be given).
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Figure 17 Questionnaire example on the SOTER training platform
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6 CSCT indexes
The full CSCT awareness index contains all knowledge elements identified in the training modules compilation. All skill elements from the training modules compilation together form the
full CSCT behavioural index. For the full CSCT attitudes index all attitude-elements of the training modules compilation are counted. All three indexes are currently unweighted and summative. Weights may be added, if necessary, after first assessments of the quality of the indexes for the use case. Elements regarding the broad field of identity verification are marked
red (see focus on identity verification in chapter 7). Final updates of the indexes will be presented with the last version of this deliverable (D6.7).
Table 8: Awareness Index Full CSCT

A1 - Confidential personal data and information handling
k1
Knows which data or information is personal
k2
Knows about the risks associated with involuntary disclosure of personal data
or information
k3
Is aware of personal data being one of the main responsibilities of the company
k4
Knows about GDPR and respective company protocols
k5
Understands the severity of consequences for the company in case of a GDPR
violation or a data breach
k6
Knows about sector specific regulations in regard to personal data and information handling
k7
Knows which actions sector specific regulations in regard to personal data and
information handling require
A2 - Confidential business data and information handling
k1
Knows which business information is sensitive/confidential
k2
Knows about the risks associated with involuntary disclosure of unauthorized
information or data breaches, such as loss of material or reputational assets
k3
Understands that information may offer an entry point for attackers (e.g. supply-chain information)
K4
Knows about different backup strategies for sensitive business data
k5
knows what due diligence means in regard to the handling of confidential
business information
A3 - Responsible sharing of private information
k1
Knows which private information can be shared and which private information should better be kept to oneself or only be shared with chosen social
circles
k2
Knows that involuntary sharing of private information may be (virtually) irreversible
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k3

Knows the risks associated with disclosure of private information such as
online fraud, social engineering, cyber bullying and reputational risks
k4
Knows that lack of diligence in regard to private information may lead to adverse effects on the business sphere (via social engineering)
k5
Knows about different means to keep private information confidential
A4 - Privacy setting for private digital devices and services
k1
Knows about personalized advertisement and other privacy settings (e.g. geodata)
k2
Understands the importance of privacy settings for own private data
k3
Understands the risks involved in agreeing to common terms of service without reading and understanding them
k4
Knows that platforms have to adhere to regulation and provide a minimum of
privacy options
k5
Knows that lack of diligence about privacy settings may lead to adverse effects
on the business sphere (via social engineering)
A5 - Assessment of accuracy and integrity of information
k1
Understands how information is generated, managed and made available
k2
Is aware of different search engines
k3
Understands the reliability of different sources
k4
Recognises that not all information can be found on the Internet
k5
Understands online and offline information sources
B1 - Physical Safety
k1
Understands that the principles of identity verification apply to physically present clients or suppliers as well as they apply in digital communication
k2
Knows that physically present suppliers (such as employees of delivery services) or clients have restricted access to the company’s premises
k3
Understands that access controls within a company are to be taken seriously
and that there are significant assets at risk
k4
Knows that ICT infrastructure need to be guarded from unauthorized physical
access
B2 - Safe Browsing
k1
Knows that websites may not be authentic, even if they look that way
k2
Knows that fake or compromised websites can steal information
k3
Knows that spoofed websites can host a myriad of threats, such as malware
or harmful scripts
k4
Knows that entering information (esp. credentials) on spoofed websites may
constitute a typical entry point for attackers
k5
Understands that attackers may conduct a multi-staged attack, wherein entering unsolicited information on a spoofed website may be an important
steppingstone
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k6

Understands that company assets are at risk through fake websites just as
much as with any other social engineering technique
k7
Knows which properties a website must have to be secure
B3 - Network Handling
k1
Knows that there exist different networks with different security properties
k2
Understands the risks of WiFi networks and how to mitigate them
k3
Understands that public networks are prone to uninvited listeners
k4
Understands the risks associated with using insecure networks
k5
Knows how a VPN works
k6
Knows that information transmitted via public networks may easily be intercepted
B4 - Safe Digital Communication
k1
Is aware of different digital communication means (e.g. email, chat, VoIP,
video-conference, SMS)
k2
Knows which digital communication means are considered to be safer than
others
k3
Knows the basics of encryption of digital communication
k4
Knows that internal communication can be faked/forged
k5
Is aware of the risks linked with online communication with unknown (unverified) people
k6
Is aware that intercepted communication may lead to data breaches and asset loss
k7
Knows about permitted messenger clients (according to company’s policy)
B5 - Assurance of Device Safety
k1
Understands that devices may get compromised during remote working as
well as office working
k2
Knows that some (mobile) apps can sniff information from used devices
k3
Knows about current and up-to-date strategies to avoid device safety risks
(e.g. regular security updates)
k4
Knows how to secure used digital devices
B6 - Creation of Safe Credentials
k1
Is aware of authentication methods, such as 2FA
k2
Understands the risks associated with weak passwords/login credentials and
the potential effects on the company’s IT system’s integrity
k3
Knows about brute-force method and the resulting requirements for safe
passwords
k4
Knows that it is necessary to use as many different passwords as possible, for
different digital services/devices
C1 - Social Engineering Recognition
k1
Understands what “social engineering” is
k2
Understands that many successful CS attacks are based on social engineering
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k3

Knows about typical attack mechanisms employed during social engineering,
such as Spoofing, Phishing or Pretexting
k4
Knows that every social engineering attack needs to have a “catch” (e.g. needs
confidential information to be disclosed without authorization)
k5
Understands that multi-stage attacks might start simply with eliciting internal
information or information about suppliers
k6
Understands that the company’s IS department potentially cannot prevent
(all) damage after a successful social engineering attack
C2 - Malware (Infection) Recognition
k1
Understands that every file that was not pre-installed on their work devices is
potentially dangerous
k2
Knows that downloaded files and email attachments might be infected
k3
Knows that malware may infect entire systems quickly, while being tremendously tedious to remove
k4
Understands that malware infection is the usual prerequisite for (very costly)
ransomware attacks
k5
Knows about the most important malware attacks threatening the company
at a given time
k6
Knows how to react to a suspected malware infection of a used device
C3 - Physical Environment Sensibility
k1
Knows which physically present suppliers (such as employees of delivery services) or clients are allowed on the company’s premises or knows how confirmed access is represented (e.g. through badges for visitors)
k2
Knows which digital devices are to be expected at the individual workplace
and its surroundings
k3
Knows that information or data that is physically accessible can be taken advantage of for different kinds of threats to the organization
k4
Knows that listening devices (such as smartphones) might be used to record
conversations
k5
Knows that external memory drives (such as USB sticks) pose a high risk to the
company’s IT system
C4 - Identity Fraud Recognition
k1
Knows how to verify the identity of an interaction partner
k2
Knows about the importance of verifying the communication partner’s identity for avoiding identity fraud
k3
Understands that Identity Spoofing is one of the most common attack vectors
k4
Understands the risks of digital customer onboarding in contrast to on-premise customer onboarding
Knows about sector specific types of identity fraud
k5
C5 - Insider Threat Recognition
k1
Knows what a “malicious insider” is
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k2
k3
k4

Knows about the prevalence of malicious insiders
Knows about behaviour usually displayed by malicious insiders
Knows about possible motivators for malicious insiders, such as monetary incentives, game debts etc.
k5
Understands that acting as a malicious insider is a bargain with serious longterm, individual repercussions
D1 - Incident Documentation
k1
Knows about the company’s incident documentation protocol
k2
Knows that covering up individual mistakes can lead to serious harm for the
organisation, and hence also to themselves
k3
Understands that it is crucial to provide detailed information about CS incidents, which can be used in company training actions
D2 - Incident Reporting
k1
Knows about the company’s incident reporting protocol
k2
Knows the appropriate authorities to contact in case of an incident
k3
Understands that it is crucial to provide detailed information about CS incidents to authorities and others to prevent further incidents in a wider context
D3 - Incident Communication
k1
Knows who to ask or talk to in case of an incident
k2
Knows when to escalate an incident to a superior
k3
Knows that it is the ICT security department’s job to help her/him
k4
Knows about the appropriate channels to contact IS professionals/department
k5
Knows that mere suspicions also warrant contacting the ICT security department
D4 - Collaborative Incident Management
k1
Knows that CS compliance within a team is dependent on every team member
k2
Knows that multi-team structures offer numerous entry points for attackers
k3
Understands that human behaviour is prone to error

Table 9: Behavioural Index Full CSCT

A1 - Confidential personal data and information handling
s1
Can handle requests for any confidential personal data or information with
due diligence and in compliance with GDPR
s2
Can verify the authenticity of requests for confidential personal data or information
s3
Can independently verify identity and integrity of the individual or company
issuing any request for confidential personal data or information
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s4

Can verify integrity of requests for personal data or information even in internal communication for GDPR compliance
s5
Can handle personal data in accordance to all applicable regulations and protocols.
A2 - Confidential business data and information handling
s1
Can handle requests for any business information with due diligence and in
compliance with sector-specific regulation
s2
Verifies the authenticity of requests for business information (e.g. request for
list of suppliers)
s3
Can independently verify identity and integrity of the individual or company
issuing any request for business information
s4
Is able to make a backup according to company security protocol
A3 - Responsible sharing of private information
s1
Can track down digital information about oneself
s2
Can check own digital identity and footprints
s3
Can maintain good cyber-hygiene with own private data
A4 - Privacy setting for private digital devices and services
s1
Can configure (software, device, social media, account) privacy settings to
avoid involuntary disclosure of personal data
s2
Can monitor own privacy settings continually
A5 - Assessment of accuracy and integrity of information
s1
Can assess the usefulness, timeliness, accuracy and integrity of the information
s2
Can evaluate media content for verifiability, authenticity, integrity and consistency
s3
Can analyse retrieved information
s4
Can compare, contrast, and integrate information from different sources
s5
Can individually check sources of obtained information to verify their reliability
B1 - Physical Safety
s1
Acts in accordance with access control protocols
s2
Can enforce company’s access controls on unauthorized third parties
s3
Will alert company security if unauthorized access to company’s premises is
detected
s4
Lets new or unfamiliar devices be cleared by IS department before using them
on-premise
s5
Can make sure that no sensitive information on paper or on screen is visible
to unauthorized entities
s6
Can make sure that no third party may listen in on conversations containing
confidential (financial) information
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s7

Will only meet with clients within own office if there is no sensitive information present (see also GDPR), otherwise uses designated meeting rooms
B2 - Safe Browsing
s1
Checks for HTTPS and SSL certificates
s2
Verifies the authenticity of websites based on other indicators (design, address, URL)
s3
Takes his/her time to verify the authenticity of a website
s4
Can identify a fake website even though it may have an SSL certificate
B3 - Network Handling
s1
Makes sure to always be logged into the secure work network (as provided by
the company)
s2
Can set up a secure network for remote work (e.g. uses VPN in home office)
B4 - Safe Digital Communication
s1
Can verify authenticity of external and internal communication
s2
Only uses company-approved messenger clients
s3
Uses the safest possible communication channel when handling confidential
information
s4
Is able to use encryption for digital communication
B5 - Assurance of Device Safety
s1
Can secure personal devices before activating business email
s2
Can install and regularly update antivirus software on private device
s3
Regularly checks for available security updates
s4
Checks with the IS department if he/she is unsure about installing software
on his/her devices
B6 - Creation of Safe Credentials
s1
Is able to create and manage strong passwords
s2
Uses different passwords for accessing work vs. private devices and services
s3
Uses advanced authentication methods and considers separate 2FA based
password managers for personal and work devices
s4
Is able to keep credentials safe
C1 - Social Engineering Recognition
s1
Can verify identity of request issuer
s2
Can verify the integrity of the request
s3
Checks for integrity of email senders
s4
Can distinguish between secure and non-secure websites and file sources independently
C2 - Malware (Infection) Recognition
s1
Can identify different file types and is able to assess their risk potential
s2
Treats any executable file or archive with special care
s3
Can use anti-malware software to scan files or archives before opening them
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s4
s5
s6

Handles unknown file extensions cautiously
Treats download links with due care
When in doubt, does not open or download anything without checking in with
the IT Security department
C3 - Physical Environment Sensibility
s1
Can identify third parties that are physically present, but are not supposed to
be here
s2
Can identify suspicious digital devices
s3
Perceives the workplace as a semi-public place in which certain data and information have to be protected from unauthorized access
C4 - Identity Fraud Recognition
Can detect identity fraud attempts in digital communication
s1
C5 - Insider Threat Recognition
s1
Can identify highly suspicious behaviour of colleagues within the same department or team without becoming a “snitch”
s2
Can report highly suspicious activity discreetly
D1 - Incident Documentation
s1
Provides a detailed, truthful account of the CS incident from their point of
view
D2 - Incident Reporting
s1
Can provide a comprehensive, formal report about a CS incident in line with
relevant regulation
D3 - Incident Communication
s1
Is able to communicate with IT/IS professionals about incidents comprehensibly
s2
Is able to contact IS department for analysis of suspicious external devices
s3
Is able to alert company security if unauthorized access to company’s premises is detected
D4 - Collaborative Incident Management
s1
Is able to identify that a colleague might have been subjected to social engineering
s2
Is able to communicate about incidents within the team
s3
Proactively ensures that CS guidelines are complied with within the working
team and when working with members of other teams
s4
Acknowledges that accidents happen, and thus will address CS issues with
colleagues without patronizing
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Table 10: Attitudes Index full CSCT

A1 - Confidential personal data and information handling
a1
Values the individual ( legal, ethical, physical, material, mental and social) integrity of others in regard to their personal data/information
a2
Values privacy of data from other persons
A2 - Confidential business data and information handling
a1
Values the integrity of their employers’ organization in regard to business data
and information as long as it is in accordance with respective applicable law
and European Values
a2
Values Backups as an important measure against data loss
A3 - Responsible sharing of private information
a1
Values privacy and data protection of own data
A4 - Privacy setting for private digital devices and services
a1
Values privacy settings for oneself
A5 - Assessment of accuracy and integrity of information
a1
Is critical about information found (online)
B1 - Physical Safety
a1
Takes a critical stance towards unfamiliar or external persons and digital devices
B2 - Safe Browsing
a1
Takes a critical stance towards unfamiliar links and websites
B3 - Network Handling
a1
Takes a critical stance towards unfamiliar networks
B4 - Safe Digital Communication
a1
Takes a critical stance towards the unreflected use of unsafe digital communication means
a2
Values the integrity of all entities involved who act in accordance with respective applicable law when communicating digitally
B5 - Assurance of Device Safety
a1
Has internalized that digital devices with network connection are hardly ever
completely private spaces
a2
Values own digital safety as well as the digital safety of their employer
B6 - Creation of Safe Credentials
a1
Values own digital safety as well as the digital safety of their employer
a2
Believes in the merit and practicality of strong authentication routines
C1 - Social Engineering Recognition
a1
Takes a critical stance towards requests regarding company assets like information or money
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a2

Enters a state of alertness when requests for business assets contain pleas
for reciprocity, commitment, liking, consensus and urgency or apply undue
authority
C2 - Malware (Infection) Recognition
a1
Does not indulge in a false sense of security due to the perception of the ICT
security systems in place as impenetrable
C3 - Physical Environment Sensibility
a1
Takes a critical stance towards any unknown person or digital device present
at the workplace
C4 - Identity Fraud Recognition
a1
Takes a critical stance towards unknown persons or organisations
C5 - Insider Threat Recognition
a1
Is benevolent towards co-workers, but is not overly trusting in everyone
D1 - Incident Documentation
a1
Is willing to give a detailed account of an incident, even if it was caused by an
own mistake and reflect on it
D2 - Incident Reporting
a1
Is conscientious about filing incident reports according to protocol
D3 - Incident Communication
a1
Trusts in company’s ICT Security department or contractor
a2
Is willing to ask for help in the face of an incident that exceeds own
knowledge and skills
D4 - Collaborative Incident Management
a1
Is feeling socially supportive towards team members
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7 CSCT Use Case
This chapter contains the initial contents for the CSCT training pilot and the implemented
assessment strategy:
• Use Case Scenario: Identity Verification builds the baseline for the development of
the use case.
• Use Case Contents defines the main CSCT modules and micro-modules as well as the
relevant threats to use in the training actions. The sub-sections will be used for the
collection of relevant practical contents for the training actions.
• Implementation in SOTER Cybersecurity Trainings gives updates on the integration
of the use case in the training platform.
• Assessment Methodology explains the assessment procedures and the selection of
relevant use case content elements for the actions which will be assessed during the
SOTER training.
This chapter will be updated and completed in the last version of this deliverable (D6.7).

7.1 Use Case Scenario: Identity Verification
Figure 19 shows an overview of the main scenario to be tackled in the SOTER training use
case. “Identity Verification” has been chosen for two main reasons. First, verifying identities
is at the core of the SOTER digital onboarding platform and so this builds a common topic for
the SOTER project. Second, identity verification is one of the most prominent issues for human factors-based threats. As long as an individual is able to properly identify the person they
are communicating with, the likelihood of successful malicious attacks is significantly reduced.
Most attacks are based on stolen, spoofed,or forged identity. So developing a critical stance
towards identity in (digital) communications is an important prerequisite for defending
against cybercriminal attacks.
The flow chart in Figure 19 shows the basic elements of an attack targeted at the social layer
of an organisation. It includes the following stages:
1. A malicious actor collects information on a targeted organisation (e.g., names, professional roles, responsibilities, potential assets) to use in a social engineering attack.
2. The actor than assumes a different identity (see identity spoofing, theft, forgery and
identity fraud).
3. The assumed identity is used to phish for access information and/or manipulate the
behaviour of the victim (through offline or online communication channels).
4. The victim is tricked into visiting a malicious website or opening a malicious attachment and subsequently gives away sensitive information (e.g., user credentials).
5. This leads at the end to a compromise of assets (e.g., unwanted changes of asset properties).
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The scenario also implies activities conducted by employees of an organisation and of (external) threat actors. To incorporate this we identify three relevant action lanes for any cybersecurity incident or preventive measure:
1. Cybersecurity governance lane: actions and procedures implemented on the management level (incl. policies and procedures for information security and incident handling)
2. Social layer/employee lane: actions of employees not specialized in IT security.
3. Threat actor lane: actions of actors attacking the organisation.
Looking at the different stages we also see that some phases of the general incident described
are happening without causing any anomalies in the social layer lane. The gathering of intelligence and the preparation of the identity fraud happen without any intervention in the targeted organisation. Employees therefore have no occasion to react to a potentially threatening event. Instead they are in some type of “routine phase”, where they follow their normal
day-to-day business activities. This phase still involves cybersecurity relevant behaviour. Adhering to principles of secure digital information and digital safety competence (see the SOTER competence catalogue) will reduce the vulnerability surface of the organisation because
it makes it more difficult for threat actors to gather and weaponize information. Only when
the threat actor starts his attack, an “irritation phase” can start in the social layer. Employees,
for example, receive a phishing e-mail and detect unusual communication elements. By detecting such anomalies the employee should engage in competences relevant for incident
handling. So, we can see that for a single type of incident a broad range of cybersecurity competences needs to be engaged (see Figure 18).

Figure 18: Cross-cutting of cybersecurity competences
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Figure 19: CSCT Use Case Scenario: Identity Verification
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7.2 Use Case Contents
Based on the identified use case scenario three core training elements have been identified:
1. Introduction: Basic cybersecurity awareness (giving an introduction in to the SOTER
CSCT approach)
2. Reduction of vulnerability surface: Keeping digital assets protected (training contents focussed on preventive cybersecurity competences)
3. Detection and handling of anomalies (focussing on incident handling)
The following sub-sections list the most relevant elements of the SOTER training modules and
micro-modules relevant for the identity verification scenario (incl. the social layer and the
threat actor lane). The lists form the basis for choosing the relevant micro-modules for the
training course which will be deployed during the trainings (see section 7.4).
7.2.1 Introduction: Basic cybersecurity awareness
Table 11: Basic Cybersecurity Awareness (thematic training elements)

Introduction
Basic Cybersecurity Awareness
Training Module X
X1 Identification of Cybersecurity Competence Gaps
k1 Knows about the types and properties of digital assets
k2 Knows about the types of vulnerability layers of an organisation
k3 Knows about the different competences relevant for cybersecurity
s1 Is able to review the cybersecurity landscape to identify gaps in own knowledge and skills
s2 Is able to review the cybersecurity competence catalogue to identify gaps in own knowledge and skills
s3 Is able to relate cybersecurity incidents (e.g. in the news) to relevant cybersecurity competences
a1 Feels responsible for the integrity of the organisation’s assets

Threat Actor Lane

Not on the threat actor lane: MITRE ATT&CK5 lists 13 general types of impacts which mainly
focus on the technical site (Account Access Removal, Data Destruction, Data Encrypted for
Impact, Data Manipulation, Defacement, Disk Wipe, Endpoint Denial of Service, Firmware
Corruption, Inhibit System Recovery, Network Denial of Service, Resource Hijacking, Service
Stop, System Shutdown/Reboot). While technical details will not be in the foreground of the
5 See https://attack.mitre.org/.
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SOTER trainings, a basic awareness for the range of tech-based damages can be addressed.
Furthermore, impacts based in the human factors domain need to be considered (leak of
know-how, loss of financial assets, legal cases, loss of reputation).
The basic cybersecurity awareness introduction will address the contents in Table 12.
Table 12: Basic cybersecurity awareness (training stages)

Stage Content
01
Welcome to the SOTER Cybersecurity Training!

02

This introduction will explain the main elements of the cybersecurity training approach of the SOTER project. These elements include an explanation of cybersecurity vulnerability layers and the role you play for enhancing the resilience of the
social layer.
What are the vulnerabilities of your organisation?

03

Your organisation needs to keep its digital assets secure. This includes making
sure, that ...
 the assets are not damaged (integrity),
 only persons with the proper rights can access the assets (access rules),
 and that no persons without the proper rights can change the content of
the assets (control).
Vulnerability layers
Digital asses can be harmed through different vulnerability layers. These layers
are based on five vector types:
• soft-/hardware
• physical
• social
• legal
• ethical

04

As an employee of your organisation you share the responsibility for the social
layer.
Your day-to-day decisions as an employee are critical for maintaining cybersecurity.
Every time you use an electronic device or service there is a chance that something goes wrong. Because of this, human error is a main concern for your organisation.

05

SOTER Cybersecurity Training focusses on the improvement of cybersecurity
competence so the likelihood of human error is reduced.
What is cybersecurity competence?
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06

In SOTER we follow an interdisciplinary approach to cybersecurity competence.
Competence is not just about individual skills, but also depends on organisational
factors. A lack of organisational support can lead to cybersecurity incidents, even
if you are very experienced with information technologies and security practices.
What are the main elements of cybersecurity competence?
In SOTER we define the following elements as critical for successful cybersecurity:
Knowledge: Knowing the main relevant topics of cybersecurity
Skills: Having the ability to practically tackle cybersecurity issues
Proficiency: Having the proper situative means to deploy skills
Agency: Being in an environment where knowledge and skills can be deployed
Attitude: Having a basic interest to engage in proper cybersecurity practices

07

08

This means that you should be never alone in tackling cybersecurity issues!
Cybersecurity not only needs skilled employees, it also needs respectful management.
Adhering to European values and fundamental rights means that the implementation of cybersecurity measures and procedures does not harm involved employees, customers or other third parties. Affected individuals have the right to their
physical, mental, material, social, legal and ethical integrity.
Treating people with respect is not only an ethical question, but also relevant
for improving cybersecurity.
Current state of the art cybersecurity strategies include the fostering of a respectful cybersecurity culture. Because not treating employees with respect generates
a series of cybersecurity risks for the organisation:
•
•

09

Disgruntled employees are more likely to make errors or even generate insider threats.
Employees who are afraid to talk about problems with their management
are also less likely to report anomalies and/or cybersecurity incidents.

You not only have an ethical right to be treated with respect, you share a common responsibility to protect the digital assets of your organisation.
Cybersecurity training can address a wide range of different relevant competences.
In SOTER we defined four training modules with the following competences:
A. Digital Information Competence
Confidential personal data/information handling
Confidential personal business data and information handling
Responsible sharing of private information
Privacy setting for private digital devices and services
Assessment of accuracy and integrity of information
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B. Digital Safety Competence
Physical Safety
Safe Browsing
Network Handling
Safe Digital Communication
Assurance of Device Safety
Creation of Safe Credentials
C. Threat/Anomaly Recognition
Social Engineering Recognition
Malware (Infection) Recognition
Physical Environment Sensibility
Identity Fraud Recognition
Insider Threat Recognition
D. Incident Handling
Incident Documentation
Incident Communication
Incident Reporting
Collaborative Incident Management
The ability for the Identification of Cybersecurity Competence Gaps and general
Problem-Solving Competence completes this list of relevant cybersecurity competences in the SOTER project.
By learning about the main elements of digital assets, cybersecurity vulnerabilities and cybersecurity competence you add to your ability to identify cybersecurity competence gaps.

10

You can view the SOTER cybersecurity competence catalogue any time in the
training platform (in the left navigation bar "Competencies").
In this training pilot we will focus on two main activity domains for improving
cybersecurity resilience.
The most important threat to the social layer of your organisation is connected to
identity verification. What can you do to make sure that you can trust your counterpart in digital communication? We will address this question in these two domains:
1. Keeping digital assets: Here we focus on basic cybersecurity knowledge,
awareness and skills while handling digital devices, services and data. Here
you learn about cybersecurity habits which directly reduce the vulnerability surface in the social layer of your organisation.
2. Detecting and handling anomalies: Sometimes you will be irritated by one
or the other aspect in the course of digital communication (e.g., while
reading an e-mail). Any abnormal or suspicious occurrence is a starting signal for competences in incident handling.
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7.2.2 Reduction of vulnerability surface
Table 13: Reduction of vulnerability surface (thematic training elements)

Reduce your vulnerability surface
Keep digital assets protected
Employee “Routine” phase
Training Modules A & B
A2 Confidential Business data/information handling
k1 Knows which business information is sensitive/confidential
k2 Knows about the risks associated with involuntary disclosure of unauthorized information or data breaches, such as loss of material
or reputational assets
k3 Understands that information may offer an entry point for attackers (e.g. supply-chain information)
s2 Verifies the authenticity of requests for business information (e.g. request for list of suppliers)
s3 Can independently verify identity and integrity of the individual or company issuing any request for business information
a1 Values the integrity of their employers’ organization in regard to business data and information as long as it is in accordance with
respective applicable law and European Values

B4 Safe Digital Communication
k2 Knows which digital communication means are considered to be safer than others
k3 Knows the basics of encryption of digital communication
k4 Knows that internal communication can be faked/forged
k5 Is aware of the risks linked with online communication with unknown (unverified) people
k6 Is aware that intercepted communication may lead to data breaches and asset loss
s1 Can verify authenticity of external and internal communication
s2 Only uses company-approved messenger clients
s3 Uses the safest possible communication channel when handling confidential information
a1 Takes a critical stance towards the unreflected use of unsafe digital communication means

A3 Responsible sharing of private information
k1 Knows which private information can be shared and which private information should better be kept to oneself or only be shared
with chosen social circles
k2 Knows that involuntary sharing of private information may be (virtually) irreversible
k3 Knows the risks associated with disclosure of private information such as online fraud, social engineering, cyber bullying and reputational risks
k4 Knows that lack of diligence in regard to private information may lead to adverse effects on the business sphere (via social engineering)
k5 Knows about different means to keep private information confidential
s2 Can check own digital identity and footprints
a1 Values privacy and data protection of own data

A4 Privacy settings for private digital devices and services
k1 Knows about personalized advertisement and other privacy settings (e.g. geodata)
k2 Understands the importance of privacy settings for own private data
k4 Knows that platforms have to adhere to regulation and provide a minimum of privacy options
k5 Knows that lack of diligence about privacy settings may lead to adverse effects on the business sphere (via social engineering)
s1 Can configure (software, device, social media, account) privacy settings to avoid involuntary disclosure of personal data
a1 Values privacy settings for oneself
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Threat Actor Lane/stages

Note on threat actor lane: The elements in the threat actor lane are taken from MITRE
ATT&CK (IDs beginning with “T”).
7.2.3 Detection and handling of anomalies
Table 14: Detection and handling of anomalies (thematic training elements)

Detect and handle anomalies
Employee “Irritation” phase
Training Modules C & D
C1 Social Engineering Recognition
k1 Understands what “social engineering” is
k2 Understands that many successful CS attacks are based on social engineering
k3 Knows about typical attack mechanisms employed during social engineering, such as Spoofing, Phishing or Pretexting
k4 Knows that every social engineering attack needs to have a “catch” (e.g. needs confidential information to be disclosed without
authorization)
k5 Understands that multi-stage attacks might start simply with eliciting internal information or information about suppliers
s1 Can verify identity of request issuer
s2 Can verify the integrity of the request
s3 Checks for integrity of email senders
s4 Can distinguish between secure and non-secure websites and file sources independently
a1 Takes a critical stance towards requests regarding company assets like information or money
a2 Enters a state of alertness when requests for business assets contain pleas for reciprocity, commitment, liking, consensus and urgency or apply undue authority

C2 Malware (Infection) Recognition
k1 Understands that every file that was not pre-installed on their work devices is potentially dangerous
k2 Knows that downloaded files and email attachments might be infected
k3 Knows that malware may infect entire systems quickly, while being tremendously tedious to remove
k4 Understands that malware infection is the usual prerequisite for (very costly) ransomware attacks
s2 Treats any executable file or archive with special care
s4 Handles unknown file extensions cautiously
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s6 When in doubt, does not open or download anything without checking in with the IT Security department
a1 Does not indulge in a false sense of security due to the perception of the ICT security systems in place as impenetrable

C4 Identity Fraud Recognition
k1 Knows how to verify the identity of an interaction partner
k2 Knows about the importance of verifying the communication partner’s identity for avoiding identity fraud
k3 Understands that Identity Spoofing is one of the most common attack vectors
k4 Understands the risks of digital customer onboarding in contrast to on-premise customer onboarding
s1 Can verify identity of the individual or company issuing any request for access to business services or assets
a1 Takes a critical stance towards unknown persons or organisations

D1 Incident Documentation
k1 Knows about the company’s incident documentation protocol
k3 Understands that it is crucial to provide detailed information about CS incidents, which can be used in company training actions
s1 Provides a detailed, truthful account of the CS incident from their point of view
a1 Is willing to give a detailed account of an incident, even if it was caused by an own mistake and reflect on it

D3 Incident Communication
k1 Knows who to ask or talk to in case of an incident
k3 Knows that it is the ICT security department’s job to help her/him
k5 Knows that mere suspicions also warrant contacting the ICT security department
s3 Is able to alert company security if unauthorized access to company’s premises is detected
a1 Trusts in company’s ICT Security department or contractor
a2 Is willing to ask for help in the face of an incident that exceeds own knowledge and skills

Threat Actor Lane/stages

Note on threat actor lane: The elements in the threat actor lane are taken from MITRE
ATT&CK (IDs beginning with “T”). Elements with IDs beginning with “C” are part of the MITRE CAPEC taxonomy6.

6 See https://capec.mitre.org/.
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7.3 Implementation in SOTER Cybersecurity Training Platform
The use case will be implemented on the SOTER cybersecurity training platform as a single
course containing training steps. Figure 20 shows the display of three steps (referring to the
three main use case contents). The trainee can here choose one step after the other and
monitor the progress.

Figure 20: Training steps of use case on training platform

Figure 21 shows an opened step (“Introduction”) where the trainee can choose the introductory course element on basic cybersecurity awareness. This course element is currently conceptualized as a linear process with the H5P branching scenario editor (see Figure 22, Figure
23 and Figure 24). Updates will focus on integrating the assessment elements discussed in the
next section.

Figure 21: Opened training step of use case on training platform
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Figure 22: Basic Cybersecurity Awareness (H5P Branching Scenario)
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Figure 23: Basic cybersecurity awareness content element in the H5P branching scenario

Figure 24: Basic cybersecurity awareness interactive image element in H5P branching scenario

Successful completion of training steps can finally be connected to the SOTER cybersecurity
competence catalogue. Figure 25 shows that the completion of the basic cybersecurity awareness course led to the attachment of evidence for the competence “Identification of Cybersecurity Competence Gaps CCC-X”.
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Figure 25: Attachment of completion evidence in the competence catalogue

7.4 Assessment Methodology
Within the the EU project "SOTER - cyberSecurity Optimisation and Training for Enhanced
Resilience in finance", digital security competences of employees in the financial sector are
trained. The assessment methodology presented here examines the extent to which cybersecurity competences (digital information literacy, digital security literacy, threat and anomaly
detection, incident handling) can be built up independently of social group membership, individual and workplace-specific factors through the online training offered. This section outlines the first version of the assessment methodology which is based on use case scenario. It
will select use case content with the objective of defining realistic training actions (esp. in
regard to the limited time frame available for training employees).
The assessment study aims at checking the achievement of the following objectives defined
for Task 6.2 and 3 in the Grant Agreement:
• Increase cybersecurity awareness of all trainees by at least 60%
• Reduce cybersecurity risk generation by banking employees and employees of new
key players/fintechs at daily work by 40%
• 90% of participants evaluate the trainings positively
Furthermore, an analysis of existing literature on the topic showed that the following questions should be examined for an evaluation of a group-independent efficacy of CSCT:
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•
•
•

Do CSCT allow all participating groups of persons the same chances for building up
their cybersecurity competences?
Can groups of persons be identified that profit systematically less from CSCT than others?
Which socio-demographic, individual and workplace-specific factors influence the the
development of cybersecurity competences through CSCT?

The following criteria must be met for a state of the art cybersecurity training assessment:
Table 15: Criteria for cybersecurity training assessment

TRAINING ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS
Evaluate training actions continuously
Implement cyclic assessment and evaluation
mechanisms
Allow to train at least as many employees >50 employees per comparison group can
simultaneously as are needed for measur- be trained simultaneously
ing significant training effects
(ideally 300, 500-1.000 employees within a
few days)
Assess awareness building within the plat- Build in pre- and post-training assessment
form
questionnaires
Assess cybersecurity risk rate generated by Build in competence assessment elements
employees in their daily work
into the platform for learning analytics like
quizzes, puzzle-questions and simulations of
problematic situations to be solved by employees //
Perform penetration tests OR measure rate
of successful cybersecurity incidents, BOTH
before and after the training session//
Compare outcome of learning analytics on
competence development with results from
pen-test or incident-count, including personal key
Measure the progress each employee Data on progress of each employee in commakes during subsequent training actions petence assessment elements is stored in
systematically
form of anonymized panel data linked with
a personal key that allows employees the realization of all rights granted to them according to GDPR and research ethics.
For the assessment of group independent efficacy of CSCT a summative theory-based approach is followed (Döring und Bortz 2016). This means that not only the results and their
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contextual conditions get summarized, but that we aim at also explaining the relationship
between training results and contextual conditions theoretically.
The training actions assessment is conducted following a cyclic deployment and evaluation
plan. At first, an organizational needs assessment is performed to determine the organizations’ CSCT needs. Then the participants for the CSCT get selected and their cybersecurity
competence level gets assessed for the training to be customized to their competence level.
After that, the trainings are deployed. Following the training deployment after two weeks
comes the trainee post-assessment phase in which the long-term effects of the CSCT are determined. When these assessment steps are completed, an evaluation of the whole assessed
training action is conducted to deduce critical takeaways for next training actions.
Organizational
Needs Assessment

Learn for Next
Training Action

Trainee PreAssessment

Evaluation of
Training Action

Training
Deployment

Trainee PostAssessment
Figure 26: Assessment cycle

For the assessment of group independent efficacy of CSCT of employees a concurrent assessment study design is being deployed within that deployment and evaluation cycle. For that,
the assessment phase is split into three parts:
1. Pre-Assessment: before training actions
2. Assessment during exercises (within training action)
3. Post-Assessment (two weeks after training actions)
In each of these phases the cybersecurity competence level of participating employees is
measured and changes in competence levels through the training actions are mapped. For
the assessment of the cybersecurity awareness level, different question formats are built into
the training at the three measurement points mentioned above. In order to measure the
change in the cybersecurity skill level of the participants, practical exercises are integrated
into the training exercises, which simulate possible critical cybersecurity situations at the
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participants' workplace. The assessment data will be analyzed through methods of descriptive
and multivariate statistics.
7.4.1 Participant Selection
The selection process for participants is a two-stage procedure. First, financial institutions are
recruited that agree to participate in the trainings and the subsequent assessments. One participating financial institution is already part of the project consortium. The other participating financial institutions will be selected by snowball sample, using contacts from the stakeholder group formed in the project. Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs), which
are members of the consortium or belong to the Advisory Board of the project, also support
the recruitment of financial institutions.
In the second step of the selection process the actual study participants, i.e. the employees
of the participating financial institutions, are selected. For this purpose, a cluster sample is
drawn from the population of all employees in the financial institutions participating in the
study. The basis of the clusters is formed by the different departments within a financial institution, which are selected in such a way that a balanced representation of the usual employee structure in the financial sector is created. Within each financial institution, a primary
contact person is defined who does not participate in the training and its evaluation. This
primary contact person will be sent an email with a link leading to a website where the consent form for study participation and the distribution of pseudonymised dummy accounts will
be organised. This email with the link is forwarded by the primary contact person to randomly
selected individuals within the respective selected departments within the organisation. To
prevent deliberate selection of specific individuals for the trainings and their evaluation, the
contact persons are trained in advance on the importance of randomly selecting these individuals. If random selection is not possible for organisational or technical reasons, the contact
persons will be given the task of sending the email to all members of a department.
There is no direct remuneration for participation. However, study participants are indirectly
motivated to participate in that the time required for study participation counts as working
time. Financial organisations will be motivated to participate by being provided with a postsurvey summary of the research results in their company for the awareness and skill level
(without the evaluation of socio-demographic data) with a minimum number of participants
of 50 employees.
Voluntary participation is a condition for cooperation with organisations in the financial sector. The participating organisations receive a template text for the written mailing to the employees in which the voluntary nature of participation is emphasised. The participating organisation creates the framework conditions for voluntary participation by giving the participants
30 minutes of time during working hours to take part in the study.
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7.4.2 Precautions for the protection of personal data and related rights of the data subject
The research data will be collected using a Moodle platform hosted via an ISO 9001 and ISO
27001 certified data centre (by research partner Research Industrial Systems Engineering,
RISE). At no time will data be requested that could lead to direct identification of the study
participants. When participants log in to the Moodle platform, pseudonymised accounts are
used, which allow conclusions to be drawn about the type of organisation taking part, but not
about the specific person taking part. Immediately after receiving the dummy accounts, the
study participants are requested to change their default password. The password change can
only be completed if the password complies with the current security standards of the training platform. This ensures that employers cannot gain access to the employees' data and that
the host of the platform (RISE) has no possibility to identify the study participants and the link
to their accounts.
For research purposes, the research data is downloaded from the platform in anonymised
form after collection. For this purpose, the pseudonymous username is excluded from the
download. The data is then further anonymised using k-anonymity. The aim is to achieve 5anonymity while maintaining t-closeness.
The research data will only be analysed by the persons named in the respective ethics proposal submitted to UniGraz. The anonymised research data set is shared by the company RISE
with the researchers at the University of Graz via a secure and password-protected Sharepoint. Within the University of Graz, the data is stored on a password-protected sharepoint
set up specifically for this purpose. Access to the research data is either via the university's
own EDP on campus or, in the case of home offices of the researchers involved, via VPN of
the University of Graz.
The research data (in anonymised form) will be stored exclusively on secure servers of the
University of Graz for at least 10 years from the completion of the project or from the last
publication resulting from it. For the validation of published research results, the anonymised
data set is archived via the repository of the University of Graz and made available to the
research community.
RISE undertakes to delete the pseudonymous user accounts promptly after completion of the
project, in any case within one year. This one-year period was granted due to possible project
reviews and audits by the European Commission.
Participants can end the trainings and thus also the assessments at any time and rejoin them
later if they wish. Participants can delete their accounts and the associated data on the platform themselves.
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The following table summarizes the data processed within the assessments of the training
actions:
Table 16: Data processed in training actions (summary)

Collected data Necessity (litwithin the aserature)
sessments
Data of participating organization:
PseudonyIncentivemized abbrevi- analysis for
ation for organ- participating
ization
organizations
Type of organi- Investigation
zation
of organizations-independent efficacy of CSCT
Social demographic data:
gender
Analysis of
age (grouped)
group-independence of
education:
CSCT
highest com(Abraham und
pleted educaChengalurtion, branch of Smith 2019;
education
Anwar et al.
Professional
2017; Carlton
field of activity et al. 2019;
McCormac et
al. 2017;
Verkijika
2019; Zaccaro
et al. 2016;
Jose et al.
2016)
Health related data:

variables, categories:

Quantification level

Sources of
scales
and/or items

e.g. Org001

categorial

-

Bank/Fintech/Third
Party Provider

categorial

-

male /female7
Under 30/30-49
years/over 50 years
Primary/Secondary/
Tertiary;
technical: y/n8

dichotomous
categorial

-

categorial; dichotomous

-

Customer contact:
y/n; technical: y/n;
work in teams: y/n

dichotomous

-

7 The category "diverse" is omitted due to considerations to maintain the anonymity of the participants.
8 y=jes; n=no.
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workload

Job satisfaction

Attitude data:
previous experience with cybersecurity
trainings

willingness to
learn/lifelong
learning

Affinity for
technology and
games

Cybersecurity
attitudes

Analysis of
context factors for the efficacy of CSCT
(Hadlington et
al. 2019;
McCormac et
al. 2018;
Zaccaro et al.
2016; Parker
und Winslow,
Carolyn J.,
Tetrick, Lois E.
2016)

scale AB ( speed of
work; tight deadlines; relationships
to colleagues and
manager )
scale AZ ( feeling of
usefulness; satisfaction; experience of
fair treatment and
respect )

4-7-point
scale

EWCS 2015
(Eurofound
2015)

4-7- point
scale

EWCS 2015
(Eurofound
2015);
(Fischer und
Lück 1997)

Analysis of individual factors for CSCT
efficacy
(Ifenthaler
und Tracey
2016;
Abraham und
ChengalurSmith 2019;
Arachchilage
und Love
2013; Bauer
et al. 2016;
Brown et al.
2016; Buch
und Bartley
2002; Coovert
et al. 2016;
Malaquias et
al. 2018)

Training experience: y/n; on relevant topic: y/n
Personal assessment: positive/negative
scale L (willingness
to learn new technical contents)

dichotomous ;
5- point scale

-

4-7- point
scale

(Schiersmann
und Strauß
2006; Brödel
und Yendell
2008)
TA-EG
(Karrer et
al.);ATI
(Franke et al.
2019)
SMAP
(Proyer 2012,
2017)
(Baruh und
Cemalcılar
2014;
Buchanan et
al. 2007;
Brown 1974)

scale T (technical in- 4-7- point
terest)
scale
Skala G (affinity for
games)

Index V ( importance of European values (transparency, privacy,
anti-discrimination,
respect, protection))

Score
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Training performance assessment
Cybersecurity
Dependent
awareness inVariable 1
dex

Cybersecurity
behavioural index

dependent
Variable 2

Index A ( RecogniScore
tion of social engineering, malware,
identity fraud, insider threats; physical environment
sensibility; assessment of accuracy/integrity of information)
Index B (confidenScore
tial data handling;
configuring privacy
settings; physical
safety; safe browsing; network handling; device safety
settings; safe credentials & communication; incident
communication,
management, documentation and reporting)

(Fertig et al.
2020)

(Beautement
et al. 2005)
and own
work

7.4.3 Organizational Needs Assessment
For assessing the cybersecurity training needs of the participating organizations, a questionnaire was developed. This questionnaire is sent to the participating organization prior to the
trainings of employees, so the scope, goal, participants and contents of these trainings can
be tailored ideally to organizational needs.
The questionnaire contained the following nine questions to be answered by IS and HR staff
of the participating organization:
Questionnaire // Cybersecurity Competence Catalogue and Training Actions
In the following, the terms staff and employees refer to non-technical staff, i.e. [participant
organization name] employees without information security background/experience that are
not assigned to specific cybersecurity tasks.
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1. Have there been cybersecurity incidents (breaches) related to non-technical staff in
[participant organization name]? If so, could you give examples of the nature of the
incident? (Such as: employee failed to recognise phishing email, employee’s private
device compromised, etc.
2. How is [participant organization name] handling cybersecurity incidents that are related to non-technical staff? What is the protocol for the mitigation process? How
may employees report suspicious activities related to cybersecurity?
3. Based on your experience with the aforementioned cybersecurity incidents, are
there specific competence deficits among non-technical staff that you have identified?
4. Looking at the list of competences as identified by SOTER in the graphics below, do
you think certain competences should be added or are missing that are relevant to
[participant organization name] staff?

5. Which of the above cybersecurity competences do you think to be essential for [participant organization name] staff?

6. As SOTER trainings are going to be customized, can you describe the different employees‘ roles within [participant organization name] with respect to cybersecurity?
Can you provide an overview of the departmental structure of [participant organization name] (organigramm)?

7. If possible, estimate the number of employees that may be assigned to these (very
broad) categories:
• Non-IS employee:
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• Non-IS employee trusted persons:
• Management:
• IS-employee:
8. You have previously conducted training actions with [participant organization name]
non-technical staff. Can you describe how these training actions were set up? (Such
as: Topic of the session(s), learning material and media used, number of sessions,
length of sessions, number of participants, measurement of training outcomes,
whether employees were satisfied with the training, etc.)
9. Regarding the involvement of [participant organization name] staff in the training actions (pilot etc.), can you give an estimate of the number of employees that will be
available, and for how many sessions? Currently, session length is estimated to be 45
minutes. This is, however, dependent on the number of employees and resources
available.

7.4.4 Trainee Pre-Assessment
In this assessment phase, participants are already selected. Based on the identified organizational cybersecurity training needs the employee trainings now have to be customized to participant groups and baseline data has to be collected.
The pre-assessment phase has the following goals:
1.) Collect data for training assessment that is not going to change due to CSCT (Social
demographic data, tech affinity)
2.) Collect data that has to be measured before CSCT to determine its impact on training
outcome without it being influenced by the training itself (health related data, willingness to learn, personal assessment of previous cybersecurity trainings)
3.) Measure the baseline of cybersecurity competences of individual trainee (cybersecurity-competence-data, scope and content of previous experience with cybersecurity
trainings)
4.) Customize the training experience to trainee preferences (game affinity)
These data points will be collected in the following sequence of questions, which will be embedded within an introductory lecture. Where items lead to customization steps, this is outlined in the column to the right.
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Table 17: Questions for introductory lecture

ID

Question

Answering Options

Source

G

Gender

A

Age

-

HE

Highest completed education

female
male
Under 30 years
30 -49 years
50 years and above
Primary

BE

CBC

WT

IS

WS1
WS2
WS3

Secondary
tertiary
Branch of education
ICT Security
non-ICT Security
When you think about your actual job…
…do you have direct cus- yes
tomer or business to
business contact?
no

-

Customization Step
(Branch)
-

OD

Use case
adaption: customer contact
Use case
adaption: no
customer contact
…do you work in teams? yes
OD
Include team
competences
no
Exclude team
competences
…do you work in the IS
yes
OD
Language: itdepartment?
tech
no
Language:
non-tech
For each of the following statements, please select the response which best
describes your work situation.
Your colleagues help and 1=always
EWCS 2015
support you
2=most of the time (Q 61)
Your manager helps and 3=sometimes
supports you
4=rarely
You have enough time to 5=never
get the job done
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WS4

You are treated fairly at
your workplace
WS5
You experience stress in
your work
WS6
On the Whole, are you
1=Very satisfied
EWCS 2015 very satisfied, satisfied,
2=Satisfied
(Q88)
not very satisfied or not
3=Not very satisfied
at all satisfied with work- 4=Not at all satising conditions in your
fied
main paid job?
To help us understand better how you like to learn about new technology,
please select the most suitable response to the following statements:
TL1
It is easy for me to learn 1=not at all true
ATI-Scale
the operation of new
2=largely not true
(Franke et al.
digital devices.
3=rather not true
2018, items
TL2
I like trying out the func- 4=rather true
18,2,6 and tions of new technical
5=largely true
7),
transsystems.
6=absolutely true
lated by EmG
TL3
It is enough for me that
technical systems just
fork. I do not care how
and why.
TL4
I try to understand, how
technical systems work
exactly.
TL5
I prefer to do things the
VERDI Scale way I'm used to, rather
(Zenkl/
than having to learn how
Griesbacher
to use new technologies.
2021, forthcoming)
TL6
I like to learn something
OD
new all the time.
TL7
I like learning new things
OD
1-3: non-gamin a playful way.
ified version;
4-6: gamified
version
Please tell us about previous cybersecurity training experiences:
PT1
Did you participate in cy- yes
OD
Go to PT2
bersecurity trainings before?
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no

PT2

PT 3

Did previous cybersecurity trainings cover the
topic of [use case topic]?
Were these previous cybersecurity trainings a
positive or a negative experience for you?

Go to Start of
practical
phase

Yes

no
Positive

negative
CSCT level before training
What would you say, that you would or would not…
A3k1-0 …share my holiday loca- 1=definitely yes
tion on facebook
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
A3k1-0 …share the name of my
1=definitely yes
employing organization
2=most likely yes
on linkedin
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
A3k1-0 …share my personal data 1=definitely yes
on facebook
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
A3k5-0 …change my social me1=definitely yes
dia profile settings, so
2=most likely yes
only persons I actually
3=maybe
know can see my private 4=most likely not
information
5=definitely not
D3a2-0 …ask for help if a cyber1=definitely yes
security problem occurs 2=most likely yes
which I do not know how 3=maybe
to solve
4=most likely not
5=definitely not

OD

-

OD

-

OD

-

OD

-

OD

-
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D3k5-0

D1k3-0

D1a1-0

…contact the people responsible for cybersecurity in my organization,
even if I only suspect
there may be an incident
…report an incident as
detailed as possible, so
others can learn from it

…report an incident,
even if I have caused it
myself

1=definitely yes
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
1=definitely yes
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
1=definitely yes
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not

OD

-

OD

-

OD

-

How high would you deem the risk for you falling victim to the following cyber threats?
C4-0
Digital Identity Fraud:
1=very high
OD
Someone slips by my
2=rather high
controls and gains access 3=moderate
to company assets with a 4=rather low
fraudulent identity
5=very low
C1-0
Social Engineering:
1=very high
OD
someone tricks me into
2=rather high
helping them with a
3=moderate
cyber attack
4=rather low
5=very low
A3k3-0 Information Elicitation:
1=very high
OD
A3k4-0 Someone collects data
2=rather high
on me and my organiza- 3=moderate
tion on social media and 4=rather low
other openly accessible
5=very low
sources to attack me or
my company
OD…own development
7.4.5 Assessment during Exercises
The core assessment phase happens during exercises within a CSC Training action. Since the
CSCT are use case oriented, the assessment here is also tailored to the specific use case. The
goal of this assessment phase is to measure CSC of trainees after pedagogical interventions
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through the use of hands-on exercises and questions. For the use case “Identity Verification”
the following assessment elements were chosen:
Table 18: Assessment during practical exercises (t1)

ID (CSCT Submodule Code)

Knowledge Transfer EleAssessment
ments and Exercise Elements
Routine Phase (Reduction of vulnerability surface)
Knowledge elements
A3k1-1
Knows which private inforWhich of the followmation can be shared and
ing data is private
which private information
and thus should not
should better be kept to
be shared with othoneself or only be shared
ers?
with chosen social circles
A3k3-1
Knows the risks associated
What are risks assowith disclosure of private in- ciated with sharing
formation such as online
your private inforfraud, social engineering,
mation for yourself?
cyber bullying and reputational risks
A3k4-1
Knows that lack of diligence
What are the risks of
in regard to private inforcareless sharing of
mation may lead to adverse
private information
effects on the business
in regard to your
sphere (via social engineerbusiness?
ing)
A3k5-1
Knows about different
How can you keep
means to keep private infor- your private information confidential
mation confidential?

A4k4-1

Understands the importance
of privacy settings for own
private data

Which (if any) of the
following statements
about privacy settings
on your private digital
devices are true?

Answering Options

Randomized list
of private data
points

Randomized list
of risks associated with the
sharing of private information
for oneself
Randomized list
of risks associated with the
sharing of private information
for employer
Randomized list
of means to keep
private information confidential
List of comments
about importance of privacy settings for
own private data
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Skill elements
A3s3-1

Can maintain good cyber-hygiene with own private data

Hands-on simulation:
Fill in a social media
profile responsibly in
regard to privacy and
data protection

Can configure (software, device, social media, account)
privacy settings to avoid involuntary disclosure of personal data
Attitude elements
A3a1-1
Values privacy and data protection of own data

Hands-on simulation:
Configuration of privacy settings

A4s1-1

A4a1-1

Values privacy settings for
oneself

How important do you
deem privacy and data
protection for your
own data?
How important do you
deem privacy settings
for yourself?

Irritation Phase I (Detect anomalies)
Knowledge elements on social engineering recognition
C1k1-1
Understands what “social
What is social engiengineering” is
neering?

C1k2-1

Understands that many successful CS attacks are based
on social engineering

C1k3-1

Knows about typical attack
mechanisms employed during social engineering, such
as Spoofing, Phishing or Pretexting

What is one of the
most successful way
of gaining unauthorized access to your
organization that
could involve you as
unwilling, deceived
participant?
What is identity
spoofing?

Exercise performance score
based on list of
true/false options
Exercise performance score
based on list of
true/false options
Importance scale
(4-point)

Importance scale
(4-point)

Randomized List
of right and
wrong explanations of social
engineering
Randomized list
of possible attacks, containing
social engineering

Randomized List
of right and
wrong explanations of identity
spoofing
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C1k4-1

Knows that every social engi- What are the signs
neering attack needs to have that indicate a social
a “catch” (e.g. needs confiengineering attack?
dential information to be disclosed without authorization)
C1k5-1
Understands that multi-stage Hands-on exercise:
attacks might start simply
Sort the stages of
with eliciting internal inforthe attack you expemation or information about rienced according to
suppliers
stages.
Knowledge elements on identity fraud recognition
How can the identity
C4k1-1
Knows how to verify the
of an indvidual be valiidentity of an interaction
dated? Sort the right
partner
validation methods according to their accuracy in digital identity
verification.

C4k2-1

C4k3-1

C4k4-1

C4k5-1

Knows about the importance
of verifying the communication partner’s identity for
avoiding identity fraud

List of identifiers
of a social engineering attack
with distractors

List of stages of
attack to be
sorted

Sort randomized
list of right and
wrong examples
of identity verification methods

Why is it important
to verify the identity
of a person in digital
interaction?

Randomized list
of right and
wrong causes for
identity verification in digital interaction
Understands that Identity
What are the most
Randomized list
Spoofing is one of the most
common attack vec- of attack vectors,
common attack vectors
tors for identity
containing most
fraud?
common attack
vectors for identity fraud
Understands the risks of digi- What are the specific Randomized list
tal customer onboarding in
risks of digital cusof cybersecurity
contrast to on-premise customer onboarding?
risks, containing
tomer onboarding
risks in digital
customer
onboarding
Knows about sector specific
Which types of iden- Randomized list
types of identity fraud
tity fraud are most
of types of idencommon in your
tity fraud
business sector?
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Skill elements on social engineering recognition
C1s1-1
Can verify identity of request Hands-on simulation:
Verify request issuer’s
issuer
C1s2-1

C1s3-1

identity
Can verify the integrity of the Hands-on simulation:
Verify integrity of rerequest
quest
Checks for integrity of email Hands-on simulation:
Verify integrity of
senders
email sender

Skill elements on identity fraud recognition
Can detect identity fraud atC4s1-1
tempts in digital communication

Hands-on simulation:
Identity verification of
interaction partner

Attitude elements on social engineering recognition
Self-analysis: HabitC1a1-1
Takes a critical stance toual/typical reaction to
wards requests regarding
requests regarding
company assets like inforcompany assets
mation or money
C1a2-1

Enters a state of alertness
when requests for business
assets contain pleas for reciprocity, commitment, liking,
consensus and urgency or
apply undue authority

Self-analysis: Identify
own state of alertness
when confronted with
different requests regarding company assets

Attitude elements on incident fraud recognition
Self-analysis: Habitual
C4a1-1
Takes a critical stance toreaction to unknown
wards unknown persons or
interaction partners
organisations

Exercise Performance Score
Exercise Performance Score
Exercise Performance Score

Exercise Performance Score

List of possible
reactions to
choose from after expositionexercise
List of possible
reactions to
choose from after expositionexercise

List of possible
reactions to
choose from after expositionexercise
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Irritation Phase II (Handle anomalies)
Knowledge elements on incident handling
D1k1-1
Knows about the company’s
incident documentation protocol
D1k3-1

Understands that it is crucial
to provide detailed information about CS incidents,
which can be used in company training actions

D3k1-1

Knows who to ask or talk to
in case of an incident

D3k3-1

Knows that it is the ICT security department’s job to help
her/him

D3k5-1

Knows that mere suspicions
also warrant contacting the
ICT security department

Skill elements on incident handling
D1s1-1
Provides a detailed, truthful
account of the CS incident
from their point of view
D3s1-1

Is able to communicate with
IT/IS professionals about incidents comprehensibly

Where can you find
the incident documentation protocol
of your organization?
Why is it important
that you provide a
detailed account of
any cybersecurity incident that occurs to
you?
Who can you ask or
talk to in case of an
incident?

List of possibilities [customized
to organization]
Randomized list
of possible
causes

List of possibilities [customized
to organization]
List of possibilities [customized
to organization]

Who is responsible for
helping you in case of
a cybersecurity incident?
How do you deal with
Randomized list
a situation in which
of possibilities
you suspect that something is wrong with
your systems or your
digital communications, but you lack
proof of a cyberincident?

Hands-on simulation:
Providing a detailed,
truthful account of an
incident
Exercise: Please
choose the most comprehensive descriptions of the incident
you just experienced.

Exercise Performance Score

Exercise Performance Score
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Attitude elements on incident handling
D1a1-1
Is willing to give a detailed
account of an incident, even
if it was caused by an own
mistake and reflect on it

D3a1-1

D3a2-1

Trusts in company’s ICT Security department or contractor
Is willing to ask for help in
the face of an incident that
exceeds own knowledge and
skills

Hands-on simulation: Exercise PerforProviding a detailed, mance Score
truthful account of
an incident that was
caused by an own
mistake and reflect
on it
How would you like
Randomized list
the relationship to
of relationship
your IS department to options
be?
For which of these
problems would you
want to seek out help,
which would you want
to solve on your own?

Randomized list
of cybersecurity
problems

The assessment elements for the use case were selected from the pool of corresponding elements within the CSCT awareness-, behavioural and attitudes indexes (see chapter 6).
7.4.6 Trainee Post-Assessments
After the training, the first post-assessment phase aims at giving the trainees an opportunity
to assess their own training progress and give feedback on their satisfaction with the training
experience. The first post-assessment will contain the following questions:
Table 19: Post-Assessment (t2)

ID

Question

Answering Options Source

Determination of training effect
What would you say, that after the training you would or would not…
A3k1-2 …share my holiday location on fa- 1=definitely yes
OD
cebook
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
A3k1-2 …share the name of my employ- 1=definitely yes
OD
ing organization on linkedin
2=most likely yes
3=maybe

Comparative values

A3k1-0
A3k1-1

A3k1-1
A3k1-1
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A3k1-2 …share my personal data on facebook

A3k5-2 …change my social media profile
settings, so only persons I actually know can see my private information
D3a2-2 …ask for help if a cybersecurity
problem occurs which I do not
know how to solve

D3k5-2 …contact the people responsible
for cybersecurity in my organization, even if I only suspect there
may be an incident
D1k3-2 …report an incident as detailed as
possible, so others can learn from
it

D1a1-2 …report an incident, even if I
have caused it myself

4=most likely not
5=definitely not
1=definitely yes
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
1=definitely yes
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
1=definitely yes
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
1=definitely yes
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
1=definitely yes
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
1=definitely yes
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not

OD

A3k1-0
A3k1-1

OD

A3k5-0
A3k5-1

OD

D3a2-0
D3a2-1

OD

D3k5-0
D3k5-1

OD

D1k3-0
D1k3-1

OD

D1a1-0
D1a1-1

In the light of what you learned before, how high is the risk for you falling victim to the
following cyber threats?
C4-2
Digital Identity Fraud: Someone 1=very high
OD
C4-0
slips by my controls and gains ac- 2=rather high
cess to company assets with a 3=moderate
fraudulent identity
4=rather low
5=very low
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C1-2

Social Engineering: someone 1=very high
tricks me into helping them with 2=rather high
a cyber attack
3=moderate
4=rather low
5=very low
A3k3-2 Information Elicitation: Someone 1=very high
collects data on me and my or- 2=rather high
ganization on social media and 3=moderate
other openly accessible sources 4=rather low
to attack me or my company
5=very low
Determination of training experience satisfaction
SAT
All in all, how satisfied are you 1=absolutely satiswith your cybersecurity training fied
experience here?
2=largely satisfied
3=rather satisfied
4=rather unsatisfied
5=largely unsatisfied
6=absolutely unsatisfied

OD

C1-0

OD

A3k3-0
A3k3-1

OD

Previous
training actions

OD…own development

After two weeks another post-assessment phase (t3) starts in which the sustainability of the
training effects is measured. For that, awareness- and attitude levels are measured with the
same questions as in the pre- (t1) and first post-assessment (t2) phase. Behavioural aspects
will be measured practically again with hands on exercises similar to those completed by the
trainees in the main training phase.
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Table 20: Post-Assessment (t3)

ID

Question

Answering Options

Source Comparative values

Determination of training effect on awareness after 2 weeks
What would you say, that after the training two weeks ago you would or would not…
A3k1-3 …share my holiday location on
1=definitely yes
OD
A3k1-2
facebook
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
A3k1-3 …share the name of my em1=definitely yes
OD
A3k1-2
ploying organization on linkedin 2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
A3k1-3 …share my personal data on fa- 1=definitely yes
OD
A3k1-2
cebook
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
A3k5-3 …change my social media pro1=definitely yes
OD
A3k5-2
file settings, so only persons I
2=most likely yes
actually know can see my pri3=maybe
vate information
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
D3a2-3 …ask for help if a cybersecurity 1=definitely yes
OD
D3a2-2
problem occurs which I do not
2=most likely yes
know how to solve
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
D3k5-3 …contact the people responsi1=definitely yes
OD
D3k5-2
ble for cybersecurity in my or2=most likely yes
ganization, even if I only sus3=maybe
pect there may be an incident
4=most likely not
5=definitely not
D1k3-3 …report an incident as detailed 1=definitely yes
OD
D1k3-2
as possible, so others can learn 2=most likely yes
from it
3=maybe
4=most likely not
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D1a1-3 …report an incident, even if I
have caused it myself

5=definitely not
1=definitely yes
2=most likely yes
3=maybe
4=most likely not
5=definitely not

OD

D1a1-2

In the light of what you learned in the training two weeks ago, how high is the risk for
you falling victim to the following cyber threats?
C4-3
Digital Identity Fraud: Someone 1=very high
OD
C4-2
slips by my controls and gains
2=rather high
access to company assets with
3=moderate
a fraudulent identity
4=rather low
5=very low
C1-3
Social Engineering: someone
1=very high
OD
C1-2
tricks me into helping them
2=rather high
with a cyber attack
3=moderate
4=rather low
5=very low
A3k3-3 Information Elicitation: Some1=very high
OD
A3k3-2
one collects data on me and my 2=rather high
organization on social media
3=moderate
and other openly accessible
4=rather low
sources to attack me or my
5=very low
company
Determination of training effect on behaviour and attitudes after 2 weeks
A3s3-3 Hands-on simulation: Fill in a social Exercise performance OD
A3s3-1
media profile responsibly in regard score based on list of
to privacy and data protection
true/false options
A4s1-3 Hands-on simulation: ConfiguraExercise performance OD
A4s1-1
tion of privacy settings
score based on list of
true/false options
A3a1-3 How important do you deem priImportance scale (4- OD
A3a1-1
vacy and data protection for your
point)
A4a1-3
C1s1-3

own data?
How important do you deem privacy settings for yourself?
Hands-on simulation: Verify request issuer’s identity

Importance scale (4- OD
point)
Exercise Performance OD
Score

A4a1-1
C1s1-1
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C1s2-3
C1s3-3
C4s1-3
C1a1-3

C1a2-3

C4a1-3
D1s1-3

D3s1-3

Hands-on simulation: Verify integrity of request

Exercise Performance
Score
Hands-on simulation: Verify integ- Exercise Performance
rity of email sender
Score
Hands-on simulation: Identity veri- Exercise Performance
fication of interaction partner
Score
Self-analysis: Habitual/typical reac- List of possible reaction to requests regarding comtions to choose from
pany assets
Self-analysis: Identify own state of
alertness when confronted with
different requests regarding company assets
Self-analysis: Habitual reaction to
unknown interaction partners
Hands-on simulation: Providing a
detailed, truthful account of an incident
Exercise: Please choose the most
comprehensive descriptions of the
incident you just experienced.

OD

C1s2-1

OD

C1s3-1

OD

C4s1-1

OD

C1a1-1

List of possible reac- OD
tions to choose from

C1a2-1

List of possible reac- OD
tions to choose from
Exercise Performance OD
Score

C4a1-1

Exercise Performance OD
Score

D3s1-1

D1s1-1
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8 Masterclass Concept
A number of studies on good cyber/information/information systems security in the last decades has stated senior management commitment to cybersecurity as crucial factor for its effectiveness (Barton et al. 2016; Bulgurcu et al. 2010; Boss et al. 2009; Hasan et al. 2021; Kumar
et al. 2020; Cuganesan et al. 2018), for shaping positive cybersecurity attitudes and workplace
norms (Cuganesan et al. 2018) as well as compliance behavior among employees (Humaidi
und Balakrishnan 2018). However, many senior managers seem to lack the appropriate
amount of commitment to enhancing cybersecurity procedures within their organization
(Ahmad et al. 2014; Smith et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2007). Although management commitment
seems to be higher in organizations within critical infrastructure (Holgate et al. 2012), the
main issue seems to be that management would not engage in sufficient preparatory activities if an incident has not already occurred, or management would not prioritize training on
cybersecurity, because it is viewed as a hindrance for daily business, as was found for an electrical power plant (Bartnes et al. 2016).
Management can be committed to different degrees into a cybersecurity strategy of an organization. They can either fully participate in the planning, development and implementation of cybersecurity systems and procedures, or they can more generally be involved by how
much importance they place on cybersecurity within their organization (Jarvenpaa und Ives
1991). Here, it was found that a more general psychological involvement of management with
regards to cybersecurity activities is more effective than full participation (Barton et al. 2016;
Jarvenpaa und Ives 1991).
But which factors enhance management involvement in cybersecurity building? Studies here
mainly split factors into two groups: internal factors that are settled within the personality of
managers; and external factors influencing management behavior and perceptions in regard
to cybersecurity via social processes (Barlette und Jaouen 2019; Barton et al. 2016). As main
internal factor the sense of self-efficacy of managers in regard to cybersecurity activities
within their organization was highlighted (Barlette und Jaouen 2019). External factors influencing management involvement in cybersecurity activities were social influence of peers like
partners, competitors, and customers (Barlette und Jaouen 2019) or external pressures
(Holgate et al. 2012) like the necessity for compliance with law and regulations (Johnson 2009;
Kumar et al. 2020), or following normative pressures from professional organizations or sectoral best practice (Holgate et al. 2012; Barton et al. 2016).
Scholars in the field of information security found that management needs an adequate understanding of the cybersecurity threat landscape within their business sector to steer organizational cybersecurity strategies effectively (Webb et al. 2014). Furthermore, as managers have a different perspective on priorities in regard to cybersecurity than the technical
personnel (Barton et al. 2016), management must gain an understanding of these differences
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and of the connections between an effective cybersecurity strategy and business strategies
(ibid.).
It is necessary to align cybersecurity coaching programmes for managers with these findings.
First, a strategy to engage managers in constructive cybersecurity behaviour by addressing
internal and external motivators must be found. Second, trainings have to cover insights into
the threat landscape of the business sector in question, impart understanding on the impact
of human conduct on organizational cybersecurity and teach managers how to shape their
organizational cybersecurity strategy effectively in regard to these threats.
In regard to human factors, managers need to be made aware of a few additional crucial facts
for effective cybersecurity governance strategy development:
• Security task time and workload should be minimized as far as possible, because it is
a secondary task, viewed as disturbing the primary tasks (Pfleeger et al. 2014);
• Performance incentives should not conflict with cybersecurity relevant tasks (Pfleeger
et al. 2014);
• People need basic freedom to act-within cybersecurity policies (Pfleeger et al. 2014),
otherwise they may lose self-efficacy as an important driver for cybersecurity supportive behaviour;
• Humans should not generally be viewed as a problem for organizational cybersecurity,
but as part of the solution, if empowered to act correctly (Zimmermann und Renaud
2019).

8.1 Masterclass design
Supporting the employee trainings in cybersecurity competence, a Masterclass for Human
Resources (HR), IT-Management and Senior Management following a “train the trainer” approach will be conducted. The Masterclass will focus on improving the understanding of the
relationship between cybersecurity, asset protection and cybersecurity governance setup under special consideration of human factors. Thus, it aims at strengthening the power of decision of management level employees in regard to the shaping of effective cybersecurity policy
enhancement and employee cybersecurity training procedures. For this, materials developed
in T6.2 & T6.3 as well as information from T2.1 related to the human factor in cybersecurity
will be integrated.
The main goals of the masterclass are:
1. Introducing a holistic understanding of the role of human factors in cybersecurity governance.
2. Raising awareness about the importance of the cybersecurity relevant management
behavior for overall organizational cybersecurity governance setup. This includes understanding the influences of their management behavior on information security policy compliance and good cybersecurity practices.
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3. Teaching managers how to support good cybersecurity practices and training procedures within their organization with a focus on decision making and risk management.
To ensure didactical quality of the masterclass, feedback loops will be built into the masterclass concept.
The following partners are involved in the efforts for the development and the conduction of
the masterclass and take over the following subtasks:
Table 21: Partners and Subtasks Masterclass

Partners involved
UNIGRAZ (LEAD)
RISE
LIBER (via WP4)
Everis Spain
TRI IE (via T6.5)
Everis Spain (via
T6.5)
FNMT (via T6.5)

Subtasks
Developing the masterclass concept incl. feedback process planning
Support the development of the masterclass concept
Hosting the masterclass, engaging management for participation
Coordination Support with LIBER, Review of the masterclass concept
Content creation for digital training handbook (eg. Glossary) to be
used in the masterclass

8.2 Masterclass learning objectives and methods
In this section, the learning objectives for the masterclass are defined and matched with appropriate teaching methods. The didactical methods implemented in the masterclass are
drawn from the pedagogical frame outlined in D6.4.
Table 22: Masterclass Learning Objectives and Methods

No. Learning Objectives (LO)
1
Understands which cyber risks threaten financial organizations
2
3
4
5

Methods
Statistics
(ranked)
Understands which additional and new risks emerge through digital Statistics
onboarding
Understands that keeping these risks at bay is crucial to organiza- Lecture, Examtional integrity and protecting assets.
ple
Gains a broad understanding of which of these risks can be tackled Lecture
through technical measures
Understands the value of technical cybersecurity measures for the Example
organization
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6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

Understands that technical measures against cyber risks have to be
implemented by skilled ICT-Security Specialists (in-house or external)
Understands which of these risks can be tackled through human
factor based prevention & mitigation measures
Understands the basics of human conduct in regard to cybersecurity
Knows about different cyber risk personality profiles (e.g., Disgruntled or malicious or erred employee)
Understands the areas of concern of employee cyber risk behavior
human factor related cybersecurity
Understands the link between areas of concern and human factor
based mitigation measures
Knows which group of mitigation measures to implement in regard
to which group of area of concern
Knows the basics of each human factor-based mitigation measure
Understands possible interferences of business strategies and cybersecurity mitigation strategies
Can identify and specify cybersecurity mitigation measures for own
organization
Develops sense of self-efficacy in governing cybersecurity

Lecture

Explanation
Lecture, statistics, example
Lecture
Explanation
Explanation
Lecture

Lecture
Lecture, Example
Hands-On Exercise
Hands-On Exercise
Understands the embeddedness of any cybersecurity risk mitiga- Examples,
tion measure into social processes within the organization
Moral
Dilemma
Understand the impact of management behavior and decisions on Lecture
cybersecurity risk behavior of employees
Understands the value of good cybersecurity governance and be- Lecture
havior/understands the potential manifold impact of cybersecurity
incidents on organizational assets (e.g., financial, data, reputation,
knowledge)

8.3 Schedule of the masterclass
For the masterclass, a twofold plan covering two scenarios in regard to the ongoing pandemic
crisis is implemented. The first scenario assumes that the pandemic crisis will be ranged in by
vaccines until autumn 2021. For that scenario, a face-to-face masterclass within the facilities
of the Spain banking partner is planned. The second scenario covers the possibility that the
pandemic crisis is not contained enough for safe travel until the autumn 2021, which would
render a face-to-face setting for the masterclass impossible. For that, a masterclass webinar
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concept is developed. The webinar will follow the same schedule as the physical masterclass,
but will implement different methods to convey the learning contents.
Table 23: Masterclass Schedule

Phase

Content

Duration
2 min.

Introduction
Motivation
to learn

Knowledge
Transfer

Introduction of speaker
Description of goal of lecture
Overview of unit + what is in it 3 min.
for you (emphasis new risks are
emerging and how the webinar
helps tackle them; state external pressure by compliance necessity)
Content related to learning ob- 20 min.
jectives

Active
Learning

Customization of a CSCT-Net- 10 min.
Regime

Motivation Sectoral best practice presenta- 10 min.
to transfer tion
into practice
Assessment Questionnaire
5 min.
& Feedback

Closing

Summary of lecture
Closing note

5 min.

Ressources
(face-to-face)
Computer
PowerPoint
Presenter
Beamer

Ressources
(webinar)
Computer
Webinar
Software

PowerPoint,
Whiteboard/
Flipchart
+ pens
CSCT-NetCards
(printed)

PowerPoint

PowerPoint

10-20 2-sided
Questionnaires
(printed)
Give-away
(SOTER
Folder)

Interactive
Whiteboard
with prepared CSCTNet-Cards
(virtual)
PowerPoint

Lime-Survey
Link to questionnaire
Link to SOTER
Folder/Video
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8.4 Selection of Webinar Software
Selection Criteria
Cross-plattform
Min. 20 participants
Live-streaming
Recording function
Screen sharing
Interactive Whiteboard
File share
Break out Sessions
SOTER branding

Feedback functions:
Chat
Poll
Raise hand
Q&A section
Clapping
(opt.)
Analysis tools
GDPR compliance
Easy ext. login
Powerpoint integr.
Total cost

Adobe
nect
Limited
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

GoToMeeting

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Fairmeeting
(Jitsi based)
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Colour
Scheme, Logo

Yes
Yes
Logo, artwork

Yes
No
No

Chat,
poll,
Q&A
pod,
raise/lower
hand, clapping
(add-in),

Q&A sections,
chat,
poll,
raise/lower
hand, clapping

Yes
No

Yes
Contractual
Yes
Share
Licensed UG

50$/m.

Con-

Cisco WebEx

Microsoft
Teams
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Skype for Business
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

UniMeet
(BigBlueButton)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Zoom

Yes
Yes
Header, banner, logo, colour scheme

Yes
Yes
Logo, colour
scheme

Limited
Yes
Limited

No
Yes
No

Chat,
raise/lower
hand

Chat,
poll,
raise/lower
hand, Q&A sections

Chat,
raise/lower
hand, clapping,
Q&A-sections,
poll

Poll, chat, Q&A
sections,
riase/lower
hand

Chat, raise/lower
hand,
clapping,
poll (module)

Third Party
Yes
Theme, title, banner, logo, speaker
info, language for
registration site
Chat, Raise/lower
hand,
yes/no,
clapping,
poll,
Q&A section

No
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Contractual

No
Yes

Yes
No

Licensed RISE

119€/m.

Yes
Contractual
Limited
Yes
n.I.

Phasing out UG

Licensed UG

37€/m.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Limited (Mac)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

As of 26.1.2021

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 833923. The contents of this publication are the
sole responsibility of the authors and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Commission.
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In the case that the masterclass cannot be held face-to-face within the facilities of the Spanish
banking partner due to the ongoing pandemic crisis, we identified suitable software for the
webinar. For that, we made a comparison of the most common or already licensed software
solutions for webinar delivery: Adobe Connect, Cisco WebEx, Jitsi, GoToMeeting, Microsoft
Team, Skype for Business, UniMeet (BigBlueButton based) and Zoom. From the selection,
Adobe Connect, GoTo Meeting and Zoom were excluded, because their lack of GDPR Compliance. Furthermore, Skype for Business was excluded from selection because it is in its phasing
out, being replaced by Microsoft Teams. As it is of importance that the targeted managers
can log in to the webinar with ease, Microsoft Teams was dismissed as an option for the masterclass webinar. Jitsi and UniMeet were discarded from selection for the masterclass webinar because of significant lack in functionalities for interactivity and branding. That leaves
Cisco Webex as the best option for the masterclass, fulfilling all important criteria in terms of
GDPR, interactive functionalities, branding possibilities and ease of external login.

8.5 Timetable
Task 6.4 regarding the masterclass started in December 2020. Originally, it was planned to
finish the task until the end of July 2021. Due to the ongoing pandemic crisis we are currently
not expecting to be able to hold the masterclass physically, as was originally planned, in MayJune 2021. As it would be preferrable didactically and in terms of learning outcomes for the
participants, we would still like to launch the masterclass physically in Spain in a face-to-face
setting with the enrolled management level employees of the banking partner. As there is a
slight chance that the pandemic crisis might be mitigated by vaccines soon, to a degree that
travelling from Austria to Spain will be possible again, we postponed the date for the masterclass until autumn 2021. In consultation with the banking partner, October or November 2021
would be the preferred months for the conduction of the masterclass, leaving enough time
for the compilation of the report on the masterclass in D6.7. If travel would still not be safe
in autumn 2021, we conceptualized the masterclass in a way, that it can be held as a webinar
as a contingency plan.
Year 2020
Month 12 1
Masterclass Planning
Masterclass Conduction
Masterclass
Reporting

2

3

4
5
D6.6

2021
6
7

D6.7

8

9 10 11

12

2022
1 2

D6.7

Plan before Amendment
Plan after Amendment
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9 Conclusion and Outlook: Planning of next iteration of deliverable
The first version of document (D6.5) included all necessary initial information and guidelines
for the start of the development and deployment of the SOTER Cybersecurity Competence
Training actions. In a third and final version the document will be maintained, updated, and
extended (D6.7).
This version (D6.6) included these additional objectives:
a. Define use case for SOTER training actions
b. Define modules, submodules, and micro modules for use-case-course
c. Create gamified flowcharts of use-case-course (Storyboard)
d. Create specific contents for use-case-course
e. Design mock-ups for use-case-course and check with financial services partners
f. Create use-case course on training platform
g. Perform qualitative pretest for training platform and use-case courses.
All objectives will be updated in the last document as far as additional progress will be made.
Due to the changed timeline (see update information in section 1.2) specially for c., e. and g.
further work will be necessary to complete the objectives in the final version of this deliverable. This second version already started to tackle objectives originally planned for the final
version of this deliverable (see b. and c. below).
D6.7 (due in December 2021) will be extended following these additional objectives:
a. Create a training deployment and evaluation plan
b. Develop evaluation concept with assessment cycles
c. Develop assessment and evaluation instruments
d. Deploy trainings
e. Assess the training actions in terms of goal achievement
f. Perform usability and user satisfaction assessment of training platform solution
g. Write iterative deployment and assessment reports for each training action
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